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Preface  

I am John Carney Roth. I have been a believer in Yahshua Messiah since 1982. On my death bed as a young man I was supernaturally healed. In 

preparation for my passing I woke up one morning and Yahweh said to me “today you are healed, you can eat whatever you want now”. I was 

shocked as that voice was so emphatic and direct. From that day in April of 1982 I was on a journey to becoming a new man unlike anything I 

could imagine. 

Over time growing in the Faith I began to experience his Anointing on my life. I spent 14 years in the Worldwide Church of God where I got my 

basic training. Towards the end of that organization in 1996, The Anointing on my life was extraordinary. Being persecuted by many in that 

organization Yahweh had me stand up to the opposition and began to have me prophesy to the leadership that it was going to dry up and it did. 

Yahshua had me healing the sick, casting out unclean spirits, etc. This was unheard of in WWCG. Little did I know at that time I was being 

prepared for something down the road. 

Next, I found myself in a Messianic congregation thinking surely these people must be on the right track. To my surprise it was one of the most 

messed up ideologies I had ever seen, combining Christian and Talmudic Judaism together. But the Father used that experience there to teach me 

what would be needed for this project on the Book of Revelation 20 plus years later. 

Being in this Messianic congregation ended in clashes with the Rabbis who plotted many evil things against me. In the end they threw me out. 

On my way out I gave the head Rabbi three Prophecies. One, there was going to be a mass exodus from that congregation of 400 +, two, the 

finances were going to take a huge hit, and three he personally was going to suffer a personal affliction. 

Sure enough, they lost about 40% of their congregation right after I was expelled. The finances immediately plummeted. Third, sadly he lost his 

right eye. After a few more years he was booted out as head Rabbi. 

All these and many more experiences the Father have used to train me for what is coming. These experiences and many more I believe can help 

those prepare for what is coming. You are going to need it. I am not boasting, just stating why one should at least consider what I am saying to 

help you fill in missing answers to questions you may have always asked but have not gotten an answer on. A word to the wise is sufficient. 

May Yahweh bless your reading of this Legal document, 

John Carney Roth 



The Way Ministries 2019 

 

Introduction 

 

After 37 years in the Faith of Yahshua HaMashiac, Yahweh the Father inspired me to take on a project that at first did not seem like a difficult 

task at the time. He had me leave my regular teachings and start what would become one of the most fascinating studies I have ever undertaken. 

Reinterpreting the Book of Revelation. When I started In September 2018 it started off simple enough. I took the NKJV scriptures as the 

foundation, examined each word to see if there was any other meaning that can clarify that word better. When I found one, I inserted the Greek 

word with the Strong’s Concordance in it making it an Interlinear version, and added the English word or phrase that better describes it in red. 

Below is an example of its original NKJV and the reinterpreted version: 

 

Revelation 18 

23 The light of a lamp shall not shine in you anymore, and the voice of bridegroom and bride shall not be heard in you 

anymore. For your merchants were the great men of the earth, for by your sorcery all the nations were deceived.  

Interlinear Version: 

Revelation 18 

23 The light of a lamp shall not shine in you anymore, and the voice of bridegroom and bride NT:3565 numphe (noom-fay'); 

who is a betrothed girl) shall not be heard in you anymore. For your merchants NT:1713 emporos (em'-por-os); from 

NT:1722 and the base of NT:4198; who are wholesaler traders) were the great men NT:3175 megistanes (meg-is-tan'-es); 

were the grandest masters) of the earth, for by your sorcery NT:5331 pharmakeia (far-mak-i'-ah); from NT:5332; 

pharmaceutical drugs of spell giving potions by witchcraft) all the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and 

non-Jewish) were deceived NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by roaming away from the safety of truth of Torah).  

As I did so, I began to realize that there was much more in the recesses of the English words penned to these pages then what meets the eye. 

Statements in the Greek not used by the translators quickly showed me there were better expressions that could have been used. It also showed 

me why there are so many incorrect teachings about the Book of Revelation by well-meaning Teachers and Prophets. 

My first real jolt was, as I was finishing chapter 1 Yahshua spoke to me and said, “write down the title of this book. It is, (“The indictment 

against Yahweh’s wife and her ultimate redemption”). I was stunned! I thought, what did I just hear? Did I hear it correctly? Yet I knew what 

I heard and there was no ambiguity about it. As I pondered the word, I thought what does this mean? In a way I think I understood the concept 

but in a very limited way. 

As the weeks went by and I continued to reinterpret one chapter after another, I found myself doubting what I heard. As one scripture after the 

other seemed to contradict that statement. But then I began to get other scriptures in Revelation that supported it in my limited understanding. 

Then more weeks went by and doubt came up again. I said…” this can’t be”. But more verses started to materialize that beyond a shadow of a 

doubt, it was correct! 

After several months I received my final validation that I did hear correctly and now I understand it! I was stunned! I could hardly contain myself. 

This and many other revelations over the months turned my head and ideology upside down. I won’t give it all away right now but see if you will 

conclude what was given to me as you read this document and many more revelations as well. 

This project is not written from an ideology through a Christian or Judaism perspective. It is written from a Hebraic one. Removing preconceived 

notions of traditions and long held Dogma allows one to see this from a perspective that is not tainted with such Ideologies. 

I believe that this Project of the Book of Revelation is opening up now because it is time to really understand it. We are entering a time when 

unclean spirits are deluding the masses. Governmental upheavals, Financial instabilities, Religious intolerance, Massive social unrest, Climate 

propagandist, Nation waring against nation, Strange diseases. This a time when the world fast approaching to look for someone to solve all these 

world issues that are causing panic. The masses are being groomed mentally, emotionally, ideologically, and spiritually for this moment. 

It is imperative that you understand what is really going on in the spirit realm to equip yourself. 

It is my hope and prayer that those who are being called to the Faith in these end times will have their eyes opened to what is really coming soon. 

Some of those are: 



• Babylon the Great is- Jerusalem 

• The Great Whore is- Babylonian Talmudic Judaism 

• The 144000- are the Melchizedek Priesthood not the Bride 

• The Bride- are a mixed multitude of 12 Tribes of Israel and Gentiles 

• Laodiceans- will need to require their Passover contract to make it  

• The Great Multitude- will seek out the 144000 to come to Messiah 

 

A special Thanks 

I would like to thank my dear wife for all her years of tolerating me in my quest to understand scripture and walk as best I can with Messiah 

Yahshua as she has. Without her help and wise counsel, I would not have been able to grasp certain aspects of this project. Secondly, I would 

like to thank our dear friend Sharon Alvarez who persisted in defying me sometimes that a word or verse needed to be stated a certain way for 

it to be correct. That many times it made all the difference in its true expression. If not for both of them this document would not have had the 

Feminine touch to it that makes for a smoother flow to its wording. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Revelation 1 

1 The Revelation NT:602 NT:602 apokalupsis (ap-ok-al'-oop-sis); from NT:601; which is a disclosure) 

of Yahshua HaMashiac, which Elohim gave Him to show His servants NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from 



NT:1210; who are a voluntary slave of subserviency) — things which must shortly take place. And He 

sent NT:649) poste/llw apostello (ap-os-tel'-lo); from NT:575 and NT:4724; set apart, as a mission) and 

signified NT:4591 shmai/nw semaino (say-mah'-ee-no); from sema (by marking) it by His angel to His 

servant John,  

2 who bore witness to the word NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; which is the Divine expression of 

Messiah) of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity) and to the testimony of 

Yahshua HaMashiac, to all things that he saw.  

3 Blessed NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely, fortunate, and well off) is he who reads and 

those who hear NT:191 akouo (ak-oo'-o); with understanding) the words NT:3056 (log'-os); from 

NT:3004; that are a Divine expression of Messiah) of this prophecy and keep NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-

o); from teros; a watch to guard from loss or injury which implies a fortress or full military lines of 

apparatus) those things which are written in it; for the time NT:2540 kairos (kahee-ros'); which is in a 

due season) is near.  

4 John, to the seven churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones) which are in 

Asia NT:773 Asia (as-ee'-ah); of its western shore): Grace NT:5485 charis (khar'-ece); from NT:5463; 

and its divine influence on the heart) to you and peace NT:1515 eirene (i-ray'-nay); with prosperity and 

quietness) from Him who is and who was and who is to come, and from the seven Spirits who are 

before NT:1799 enopion (en-o'-pee-on); in the face and sight of) His throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-

os); which is a stately seat of power),  

5 and from Yahshua HaMashiac, the faithful witness NT:3144 martus (mar'-toos); judicially by way of 

a martyr), the firstborn from the dead NT:3498 nekros (nek-ros'); as a corpse), and the ruler NT:758 

archon (ar'-khone); in first rank as, chief magistrate) over the kings of the earth. To Him who loved us 

and washed NT:3089 luo (loo'-o); to the point of dissolving and destroying it from) us from our sins in 

His own blood NT:129 haima (hah'-ee-mah); as an atonement),  

6 and has made us kings NT:932 basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); of Royalty) and priests NT:2409 hiereus (hee-

er-yooce'); of a high order (of melchizedek)) to His Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os);, who is the 

Supreme Divinity)  and Father, to Him be glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); of honor, praise, and worship) 

and dominion NT:2904 kratos (krat'-os); of great power and strength) forever NT:165 aion (ahee-ohn'); 

in the Jewish Messianic period) and ever. Amen.  

7 Behold, He is coming with clouds, and every eye NT:3700 optanomai (op-tan'-om-ahee); will gaze at 

something remarkable and) will see Him, even they who pierced NT:1574 ekkenteo (ek-ken-teh'-o); 

from NT:1537 and the base of NT:2759; to prick as a stinging goad of) Him. And all the tribes NT:5443 

phule (foo-lay'); offshoot of race or clan) of the earth will mourn NT:2875 kopto (kop'-to); as beating 

their breast in grief) because of Him. Even so NT:3483 nai (nahee); as a strong affirmation), Amen.  

8 "I am the Alpha NT:255 a Alpha (al'-fah); the one who designated the universe and every divine and 

demonic power) and the Omega NT:5598 omega (o'-meg-ah);,the finality of it), the Beginning and the 

End," says the NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); Supreme Master), "who is and who was and who is to 

come NT:3801 (ho own kahee ho ane kahee ho er-khom'-en-os); the Eternal, who came as the epithet 

of Messiah), the Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); all ruling and universally sovereign 

Elohim)."  

9 I, John, both your brother and companion in the tribulation and kingdom and patience NT:5281 

hupomone (hoop-om-on-ay'); which is cheerful endurance) of Yahshua HaMashiac, was on the island 

that is called Patmos for the NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; Divine expression of Messiah) of Yahweh 



NT:2316 theos (theh'-os);, who is the Supreme Divinity) and for the testimony NT:3144 martus (mar'-

toos); which is judicially by way of a martyr) of Yahshua HaMashiac.  

10 I was in the Spirit NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); of a mental disposition) on Yahweh’s Day NT:2250 

hemera (hay-mer'-ah); which is the age of judgment), and I heard behind me a loud NT:3173 megas 

(meg'-as); fearful) voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to articulate a disclosure), as of a trumpet NT:4536 

salpigx (sal'-pinx); that reverberates as an echo),  

11 saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic discourse), “I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First 

and the Last," and, "What you see, write in a book NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-on); that is a scroll) and 

send it to the seven churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones) which are in 

Asia: NT:773 Asia (as-ee'-ah); of its western shore) to Ephesus, to Smyrna, to Pergamos, to Thyatira, 

to Sardis, to Philadelphia, and to Laodicea."  

12 Then I turned to see the voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to pronounce a disclosure and) that spoke 

with me. And having turned I saw seven golden lampstands NT:3087 luchnia (lookh-nee'-ah); from 

NT:3088; that are portable),  

13 and in the midst of the seven lampstands One like NT:3664 homoios (hom'-oy-os); similar in 

appearance to) the Son of Man, clothed with a garment down to the feet and girded about the chest 

with a golden band.  

14 His head and hair NT:2359 thrix (threeks) ; NT:2864kome (kom'-ay);with locks) were white like wool, 

as white NT:3022 leukos (lyoo-kos'); light) as snow NT:5510 chion (khee-one'); that descends), and 

His eyes like a flame of fiery NT:4442 pur (poor); lightening);  

15 His feet were like fine brass NT:5474 chalkolibanon (khal-kol-ib'-an-on);, as silver has a brilliant 

luster and glow), as if refined in a furnace, and His voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); articulated a 

disclosure) as the sound of many waters;  

16 He had in His right NT:1188 dexios (dex-ee-os'); which is the receiving) hand seven stars, out of 

His mouth went a sharp NT:3691 oxus (oz-oos'); swift), two-edged sword, and His countenance was 

like the sun shining in its strength NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); that is miraculous).  

17 And when I saw Him, I fell at His feet as dead. But He laid His right hand on me, saying to me, "Do 

not be afraid; I am the First NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); in order of importance) and the Last.   

18 I am NT:1510 eimi (i-mee'); as to exist) He who lives, and was dead, and behold, I am alive 

forevermore NT:165 aion (ahee-ohn'); through the Jewish Messianic period). Amen. And I have the 

keys NT:2807 kleis (klice); that shuts the lock) of Hades NT:86 haides (hah'-dace); the place of the 

departed) and of Death NT:2288 thanatos (than'-at-os); that causes it).   

19 Write the things which you have seen, and the things which are, and the things which will take 

place after this.   

20 The mystery NT:3466 musterion (moos-tay'-ree-on); silence imposed by initiation into religious 

rites) of the seven stars which you saw in My right hand, and the seven golden lampstands NT:3087 

luchnia (lookh-nee'-ah); from NT:3088; that are portable): The seven stars are the angels NT:32 aggelos 

(ang'-el-os); who are messenger Pastors) of the seven churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of 

that are the called out ones), and the seven lampstands which you saw are the seven churches 

NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones).  

 



Revelation 2 

1 "To the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os); Pastor or Congregational Leader) of the church NT:1577 

ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones) of Ephesus write NT:1125 grapho (graf'-o); with 

description), 'These things says He who holds NT:2902 krateo (krat-eh'-o); with seizing strength) the 

seven stars in His right hand, who walks NT:4043 peripateo (per-ee-pat-eh'-o); and is occupied with) 

in the midst of the seven golden lampstands:  

2 "I know your works NT:2041 ergon (er'-gon); to toil as an occupation of), your labor NT:2873 kopos 

(kop'-os); that causes weariness), your patience NT:5281 hupomone (hoop-om-on-ay');, cheerful 

endurance), and that you cannot bear NT:941 bastazo (bas-tad'-zo); or endure) those who are evil . 

NT:2556 kakos (kak-os'); depraved and injurious).  And you have tested NT:3985 peirazo (pi-rad'-zo); 

by scrutinizing) those who say they are apostles NT:652 apostolos (ap-os'-tol-os);, ambassadors of 

the Gospel with miraculous powers) and are not, and have found them liars NT:5571 pseudes (psyoo-

dace'); with deceitful works);   

3 and you have persevered and have patience NT:5281 hupomone (hoop-om-on-ay'); of cheerful 

endurance), and have labored NT:2872 kopiao (kop-ee-ah'-o);  to the point of fatigue) for My name's  

NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); which is Authority and Character’s) sake and have not become weary.   

4 Nevertheless I have this against NT:2596 kata (kat-ah'); as a charge to incriminate) you, that you 

have left NT:863 aphiemi (af-ee'-ay-mee); as too lay aside) your first NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); in order 

of importance is) love.   

5 Remember NT:3421mnemoneuo (mnay-mon-yoo'-o);  and with its punishment) therefore from where 

NT:4159 pothen (poth'-en);  the source and cause of how) you have fallen; repent NT:3340 metanoeo 

(met-an-o-eh'-o);  with feelings of moral compunction) and do the first NT:4413 protos   (pro'-tos);  in 

order of importance of) works, or else   I will come to you quickly and remove your lampstand from its 

place NT:5117 topos (top'-os); of given opportunity) — unless you repent.   

6 But this you have, that you hate NT:3404 miseo (mis-eh'-o); and detest to the point of persecuting) 

the deeds of the Nicolaitans, NT:3531 Nikolaites (nik-ol-ah-ee'-tace); that is victorious over people as 

a heretic) which I also hate.  

7 "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); that lays forth a set 

discourse) to the churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called-out ones). To him who 

overcomes NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); and prevails to the point of victory) I will give to eat 

from the tree of life, which is in the midst of the Paradise NT:3857 paradeisos (par-ad'-i-sos); a place 

of future happiness) of Yahweh." 

8 "And to the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os); Pastor or Congregational Leader)  of the church in 

Smyrna write, ‘These things says the First NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); in order of importance) and the 

Last , NT:2078 eschatos (es'-khat-os);  of the final time) who was dead, and came to life:   

9 "I know your works, tribulation,  NT:2347 thlipsis (thlip'-sis); affliction with anguish) and poverty 

NT:4432 ptocheia (pto-khi'-ah); and begging) but you are rich NT:4145 plousios (ploo'-see-os);,  

abounding with wealth); and I know the blasphemy NT:988 blasphemia (blas-fay-me'-ah);, which is evil 

speaking against Yahweh) of those who say they are Jews NT:2453 Ioudaios (ee-oo-dah'-yos); as 

belonging to Yahudah) and are not, but are a synagogue NT:4864 sunagoge (soon-ag-o-gay'); that is 

an assembly of a Jewish congregation) of Satan. NT:4567 Satanas (sat-an-as'); who is the accuser). 

10 Do not fear NT:5399 phobeo (fob-eh'-o); or as to be in awe of) any of those things which you are 

about to suffer NT:3958 pascho (pas'-kho); with pain and vexation). Indeed, the devil NT:1228 diabolos 



(dee-ab'-ol-os); who is the false accuser) is about to throw NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) some 

of you into prison, that you may be tested NT:3985 peirazo (pi-rad'-zo); and scrutinized against), and 

you will have tribulation ten days. Be faithful NT:4103 pistos (pis-tos'); and trustworthy) until death, 

and I will give you the crown NT:4735 stephanos (stef'-an-os); that is a twined wreathe as a badge of 

Royalty) of life.  

11 "He who has an ear, let him hear NT:191 akouo (ak-oo'-o); by giving an audience to) what the Spirit 

says NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); by laying down a systematic discourse) to the churches. He who 

overcomes NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); and prevails to the point of victory) shall not be hurt by the 

second death." 

12 "And to the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os); Pastor or Congregational Leader) of the church in 

Pergamos NT:4010 Pergamos (per'-gam-os); a place of fortification) write, ‘These things says NT:3004 

lego (leg'-o); by laying down a systematic discourse), He who has the sharp two-edged sword:   

13 "I know your works, and where you dwell, where Satan's throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); , a 

stately seat) is. And you hold fast NT:2902 krateo (krat-eh'-o); by seizing it with strength ) to My name 

NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah);  that has Authority and Character), and did not deny NT:720 arneomai 

(ar-neh'-om-ahee); by contradiction or disavowing) My faith NT:4102 pistis (pis'-tis); by reliance on 

Yahshua) even in the days in which Antipas was My faithful martyr NT:3144 martus (mar'-toos); whom 

is a judicial witness), who was killed among you, where Satan dwells NT:2730 katoikeo (kat-oy-keh'-

o);  as a permanent residence).   

14 But I have a few things against NT:2596 kata (kat-ah'); to accuse ) you, because you have there 

those who hold NT:2902 krateo (krat-eh'-o);  with strength )  the doctrine of Balaam NT:903 Balaam 

(bal-ah-am');  a false teacher), who taught Balak NT:904 Balak (bal-ak');  the Moabite) to put NT:906 

ballo (bal'-lo); by casting with violence) a stumbling block NT:4625 skandalon (skan'-dal-on) that 

causes an occasion to fall) before the children of Israel, to eat NT:5315 phago (fag'-o); meat that were 

) things sacrificed to idols NT:1494 eidolothuton (i-do-loth'-oo-ton);  as an idolatrous offering), and to 

commit sexual NT:4203 porneuo (porn-yoo'-o); acts as a harlot for) immorality.   

15 Thus you also have those who hold NT:2902 krateo (krat-eh'-o); and seize with strength) the 

doctrine of the Nicolaitans NT:3531 Nikolaites (nik-ol-ah-ee'-tace); who are heretics and have victory 

over the people), which thing I hate.    

16 Repent   NT:3340 metanoeo  (met-an-o-eh'-o);  by reconsidering with moral feelings),  or else I will 

come to you quickly NT:5035 tachu (takh-oo'); by surprise) and will fight NT:4170 polemeo (pol-em-

eh'-o); by engaging in warfare) against them with the sword of My mouth.  

17 "He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes 

NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); to the point of victory) I will give some of the hidden manna NT:3131 manna 

(man'-nah);, an edible gum) to eat. And I will give him a white stone NT:5586 psephos (psay'-fos);  as 

an acquittal ticket), and on the stone a new NT:2537 kainos (kahee-nos'); fresh) name NT:3686 onoma 

(on'-om-ah); with Authority and Character) written which no one knows except him who receives it." 

18 "And to the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os); Pastor or Congregational Leader)  of the church in 

Thyatira write, ‘These things says the Son of Yahweh, who has eyes like a flame of fire NT:4442 pur 

(poor);  and lightning), and His feet like fine brass NT:5474 chalkolibanon (khal-kol-ib'-an-on); with a 

bright luster):   



19 "I know your works NT:2041 ergon (er'-gon); to toil as an occupation of), love, service NT:1248 

diakonia (dee-ak-on-ee'-ah);, office of teaching), faith, and your patience ; NT:5281 hupomone (hoop-

om-on-ay'); as cheerful endurance) and as for your works, the last are more than the first.   

20 Nevertheless I have a few things against (kat-ah'); to accuse) you, because you allow NT:863 

aphiemi (af-ee'-ay-mee);  and send forth) that woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); and wife) Jezebel, 

NT:2403 Iezabel (ee-ed-zab-ale'); who is a false teacher) who calls NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); by boasting 

in) herself a prophetess, to teach and seduce NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by roaming away from the 

safety of truth of) My servants to commit sexual immorality NT:4203 porneuo (porn-yoo'-o); by acting 

as a harlot) and eat things sacrificed to idols NT:1494 eidolothuton (i-do-loth'-oo-ton);  as an offering).   

21 And I gave her time to repent NT:3340 metanoeo (met-an-o-eh'-o); by reconsidering with moral 

feelings), of  her sexual immorality NT:4203 porneuo (porn-yoo'-o); by acting as a harlot), and she did 

not repent.    

22 Indeed I will cast NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); violence) her into a sickbed, and those who commit adultery 

NT:3431 moicheuo (moy-khyoo'-o); as an apostate) with her into great tribulation, unless they repent 

of their deeds.   

23 I will kill her children with death, and all the churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the 

called-out ones) shall know that I am He who searches the minds and hearts. And I will give to each 

one of you according to your works.  

24 "Now to you I say, and to the rest in Thyatira, as many as do not have this doctrine, who have not 

known the depths of Satan, as they say, I will put on you no other burden.   

25 But hold fast NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); and guard from loss or injury) what you have till I come.   

26 And he who overcomes, and keeps NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); by guarding from loss or injury) My 

works until the end, to  him  I  will  give power NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and privilege of 

superhuman delegated influence) over the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-

Jewish) —   

27 'He shall rule NT:4165 poimaino (poy-mah'-ee-no); as a tending Shepard of) them with a rod NT:4464 

rhabdos (hrab'-dos); that is a baton of Royalty) of iron; They shall be dashed to pieces like the potter's 

vessels NT:2764 keramikos (ker-am-ik-os'); of earthen clay)' — as I also have received from My Father;   

28 and I will give him the morning star.  

29 "He who has an ear, let him hear NT:191 akouo (ak-oo'-o); by giving an audience to) what the Spirit 

says NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); by laying down a systematic discourse) to the churches NT:1577 ekklesia 

(ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones)." 

 

Revelation 3 

1 "And to the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os);Pastor or Congregational Leader) of the church NT:1577 

ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones) in Sardis write,'These things says NT:3004 lego (leg'-

o);by laying down a systematic discourse), He who has the seven Spirits of Yahweh and the seven 

stars: "I know your works, that you have a name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority and 

Character), that you are a live, but you are dead NT:3498 nekros (nek-ros');  as a corpse).   



2 Be watchful NT:1127 gregoreuo (gray-gor-yoo'-o); with waking vigilance), and strengthen NT:4741 

sterizo (stay-rid'-zo); as a with firm resolution) the things which remain NT:3062 loipoy (loy-poy'); that 

are the remnant ones), that are ready to die NT:3195 mello (mel'-lo); with expectation), for I have not 

found your works perfect NT:4137 pleroo (play-ro'-o);or satisfactory to the point of executing an office) 

before Yahweh.    

3 Remember therefore how you have received and heard; hold fast NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); and 

guard from loss or injury) and repent. Therefore if you will not watch NT:1127 gregoreuo (gray-gor-

yoo'-o); by staying vigilant),  I will come upon you as a thief, and you will not know what hour I will 

come upon you.   

4 You have a few names NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that have authority and character) even in Sardis 

who have not defiled NT:3435 moluno (mol-oo'-no);or soiled (with unclean things)) their garments 

NT:2440 himation (him-at'-ee-on);that are robes); and they shall walk NT:4043 peripateo (per-ee-pat-

eh'-o); as proof of their ability) with Me in white NT:3022 leukos (lyoo-kos'); light), for they are worthy 

NT:514 axios (ax'-ee-os); and suitable to draw praise).   

5 He who overcomes NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah);and prevails to the point of victory) shall be 

clothed NT:4016 periballo (per-ee-bal'-lo);and arrayed) in white NT:3022 leukos (lyoo-kos');light) 

garments NT:2440 himation (him-at'-ee-on); that are robes); and I will not blot out NT:1813 exaleipho 

(ex-al-i'-fo); or obliterate) his name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that has authority and character) from 

the Book NT:976 biblos (bib'-los); that is the scroll) of Life; but I will confess NT:3670 homologeo (hom-

ol-og-eh'-o); the covenant promise of) his name before My Father and before His angels.  

6 "He who has an ear, let him hear NT:191 akouo (ak-oo'-o); by giving an audience to) what the Spirit 

says to the churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); who are the called-out ones). " 

7 "And to the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os); Pastor or Congregational Leader) of the church 

NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); who are the called-out ones) in Philadelphia NT:5359 Philadelpheia 

(fil-ad-el'-fee-ah); who love as brethren) write,'These things says NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); and lays forth 

a set discourse), He who is holy , NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os);and sacred) He who is true, "He who has 

the key NT:2807 kleis (klice); that locks) of David, He who opens and no one shuts, and shuts and no 

one opens":    

8 "I know your works. See, I have set before you an open door NT:2374 thura (thoo'-rah); that is a 

portal entrance), and no one can shut it; for you have a little strength NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-

is);of miraculous power and), have kept tay-reh'-o);and guard from loss or injury) My word, and have 

not denied NT:720 arneomai (ar-neh'-om-ahee); contradicted or disavowed) My name NT:3686 onoma 

(on'-om-ah); with Authority and Character).   

9 Indeed I will make those of the synagogue NT:4864 sunagoge (soon-ag-o-gay'); that are Jewish) of 

Satan, who say they are Jews NT:2453 Ioudaios (ee-oo-dah'-yos); as belonging to Yahudah) and are 

not, but lie NT:5574 pseudomai (psyoo'-dom-ahee); and deceive through falsehood)— indeed I will 

make them come and worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage) before 

your feet, and to know that I have loved you.   

10 Because you have kept NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o);and guard from loss or injury) My command 

NT:3056 logos (log'-os); which is the Divine expression of Yahshua) to persevere NT:5281 hupomone 

(hoop-om-on-ay'); with cheerful endurance), I also will keep NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); and guard from 

loss or injury) you from the hour of trial NT:3986 peirasmos (pi-ras-mos'); of an evil solicitation) which 

shall come upon the whole world, to test NT:3985 peirazo (pi-rad'-zo); and scrutinize) those who dwell 

on the earth.   



11 Behold, I am coming quickly! Hold fast NT:2902 krateo (krat-eh'-o); with seizing strength) what you 

have, that no one may take your crown NT:4735 stephanos (stef'-an-os); a twined wreathe, as a badge 

of Royalty).    

12 He who overcomes NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); and prevails to the point of victory), I will make him 

a pillar NT:4769 stulos (stoo'-los); as a support beam) in the temple of My Yahweh, and he shall go out 

no more. I will write on him the name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority and Character)  of 

My Yahweh and the name of the city of My Yahweh, the New Jerusalem, which comes down 

NT:2597katabaino (kat-ab-ah'-ee-no);descending) out of heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-os'); the 

abode of Yahweh) from My Yahweh. And I will write on him My new name.  

13 "He who has an ear, let him hear NT:191 akouo (ak-oo'-o); by giving an audience to) what the Spirit 

says NT:3004 lego (leg'-o);by laying down a systematic discourse) to the churches NT:1577 ekklesia 

(ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones)." 

14 "And to the angel NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os);Pastor or Congregational Leader) of the church 

NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones)of the Laodiceans write, 'These things says 

the Amen, NT:281 amen (am-ane'); so be it), the Faithful and True Witness, NT:3144 martus (mar'-toos); 

who was a martyr from) the Beginning of the creation of Yahweh:   

15 "I know your works, that you are neither cold NT:5593 psuchros (psoo-chros'); in chilliness) nor 

hot NT:2200 zestos (dzes-tos'); with fervent heat). I could wish you were cold or hot.   

16 So then, because you are lukewarm, NT:5513 chliaros (khlee-ar-os'); tepid) and neither cold nor 

hot, I will vomit you out of My mouth.   

17 Because you say   NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); with boasting), ‘I am rich , NT:4145 plousios (ploo'-see-

os); abounding with wealth) have become wealthy, and have need of nothing' — and do not know that 

you are wretched, miserable, poor, NT:4434 ptochos (pto-khos'); as a beggar), blind, and naked —    

18 I counsel you to buy from Me gold refined NT:4448 puroo (poo-ro'-o);to the point of glowing) in the 

fire, that you may be rich; and white garments NT:2440 himation (him-at'-ee-on);that are robes), that 

you may be clothed, that the shame NT:152 aischune (ahee-skhoo'-nay);and disgrace)of your 

nakedness may not be revealed; and anoint your eyes with eye salve , that you may see NT:991 blepo 

(blep'-o); and perceive).   

19 As many as I love NT:5368 phileo (fil-eh'-o); as an object of affection), I rebuke NT:1651 elegcho (el-

eng'-kho); with admonishment) and chasten NT:3811 paideuo (pahee-dyoo'-o); by punishment as in 

child rearing). Therefore, be zealous NT:2206 zeloo (dzay-lo'-o) or zeleuo (dzay-loo'-o); with warm 

feelings for or against) and repent.   

20 Behold, I stand at the door and knock. If anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I will come in 

to him and dine NT:1172 deipneo (dipe-neh'-o); as an evening meal) with him, and he with Me.   

21 To him who overcomes NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); and prevails to the point of victory) I will grant to 

sit with Me on My throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately seat), as I also overcame and 

sat down with My Father on His throne.  

22 "He who has an ear, let him hear NT:191 akouo (ak-oo'-o); by giving an audience to) what the Spirit 

says NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); by laying down a systematic discourse) to the churches NT:1577 ekklesia 

(ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called out ones)." 

 



Revelation 4 

1 After these things I looked, and behold, a door standing open in heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-

os'); the abode of Yahweh). And the first voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to pronounce a disclosure) 

which I heard was like a trumpet speaking with me, saying, "Come up NT:305 anabaino (an-ab-ah'-ee-

no); and ascend) here, and I will show you things which must take place after this."  

2 Immediately I was in the Spirit NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); of a mental disposition); and behold, 

a throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately seat) set in heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-

os'); the abode of Yahweh), and One sat on the throne.  

3 And He who sat there was like NT:3706 horasis (hor'-as-is); from NT:3708; gazing at an inspired 

appearance of) a jasper NT:2393 iaspis (ee'-as-pis); that is clear and is the glory of Yahweh) and a 

sardius NT:4556 sardios (sar'-dee-os); that is blood red use in the Priests Breastplate) stone in 

appearance; and there was a rainbow around NT:2943 kuklothen (koo-kloth'-en); in the form of a circle 

of) the throne, in appearance like an emerald.  

4 Around NT:2943 kuklothen (koo-kloth'-en); in a circle of) the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); 

which is a stately seat of power) were twenty-four thrones, and on the thrones I saw twenty-four elders 

sitting, clothed in white robes; and they had crowns NT:4735 stephanos (stef'-an-os); -a wreathe as a 

badge of royalty) of gold on their heads.  

5 And from the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately seat) proceeded lightning’s, 

thundering’s, and voices NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); probably akin to NT:5316 -announcing a 

disclosure). Seven lamps of fire were burning before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of 

Yahweh.  

6 Before the throne there was a sea of glass NT:5193 hualinos (hoo-al'-ee-nos); from NT:5194; that is 

transparent), like crystal NT:2930 krustallos (kroos'-tal-los); ice). And in the midst of the throne, and 

around NT:2945 kukloi (koo'-klo); in a circle of) the throne, were four living creatures full of eyes in 

front and in back.  

7 The first NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); contracted superlative of NT:4253; in order of importance of the) 

living creature was like a lion, the second living creature like a calf NT:3448 moschos (mos'-khos); - 

young bullock), the third living creature had a face like a man, and the fourth living creature was like 

a flying eagle.  

8 The four living creatures, each having six wings, were full of eyes around and within. And they do 

not rest day or night, saying: “Holy, holy, holy, Master Yahweh Almighty, who was and is and is to 

come!"  

9 Whenever the living creatures give glory and honor NT:5092 time (tee-may'); from NT:5099; to the 

highest degree) and thanks to Him who sits on the throne, who lives forever and ever,  

10 the twenty-four elders fall down before Him who sits on the throne and worship NT:4352 proskuneo 

(pros-koo-neh'-o); from NT:4314 like a dog that kisses his master’s hand), Him who lives forever and 

ever, and cast their crowns NT:4735 stephanos (stef'-an-os); -a wreathe as a badge of royalty) before 

the throne, saying:  

11 "You are worthy, O Yahweh, to receive glory and honor and power NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); 

from NT:1410; that is miraculous); For You created NT:2936 ktizo (ktid'-zo); probably akin to NT:2932 

as the original creator) all things, And by Your will they exist and were created."  



 

Revelation 5 

1 And I saw in the right hand of Him who sat on the throne a scroll written inside and on the back, 

sealed with seven seals NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); probably strengthened from NT:5420; stamped 

as a mark of secrecy and genuineness).  

2 Then I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; 

forcible, boisterous, and valiant) voice NT:2784 khru/ssw that proclaims as a public crier), “Who is 

worthy NT:514 axios (ax'-ee-os); probably from NT:71; to draw praise) to open the scroll and to loose 

its seals NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); probably strengthened from NT:5420; -stamped as a mark of 

secrecy and genuineness)"  

3 And no one in heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-os'); as the abode of Yahweh) or on the earth or 

under the earth was able NT:1410 dunamai (doo'-nam-ahee); with power) to open the scroll, or to look 

at it.  

4 So I wept NT:2799 klaio (klah'-yo); and sobbed silently) much, because no one was found worthy 

NT:514 axios (ax'-ee-os); probably from NT:71; to draw praise was able) to open and read the scroll, 

or to look at it.  

5 But one of the elders said to me, "Do not weep NT:2799 klaio (klah'-yo); and sob silently). Behold, 

the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has prevailed NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); and subdued 

to the point of victory) to open the scroll and to loose its seven seals NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); 

probably strengthened from NT:5420; -stamped and a mark of secrecy and genuineness)."  

6 And I looked, and behold, in the midst of the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately 

seat of power) and of the four living creatures, and in the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb NT:721 

arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin male) as though it had been slain NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as 

an animal sacrifice slaughtered violently), having seven horns NT:2768 keras (ker'-as); as the hair on 

the head in a figurative sense), and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of Yahweh sent out NT:649 

apostello (ap-os-tel'-lo); from NT:575 and NT:4724; as a set apart mission) into all the earth.  

7 Then He came and took the scroll out of the right hand of Him who sat on the throne NT:2362 thronos 

(thron'-os); which is a stately seat of power).  

8 Now when He had taken the scroll, the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down 

before the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lamkin male), each having a harp, and golden 

bowls NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); that is a broad shallow cup) full NT:1073 gemo (ghem'-o); swelling 

outward) of incense NT:2368 thumiama (thoo-mee'-am-ah); from NT:2370; -an aroma of fragrant 

powder burning for religious rites), which are the prayers NT:4335 proseuche (pros-yoo-khay'); 

begging earnestly and humbly) of the saints NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); that are morally blameless).  

9 And they sang a new song NT:5603 oide (o-day'); from NT:103; which is a poetic composition of the 

one of the Hebrew Psalms, Ps 22, Ps 40, Ps 132 ), saying: "You are worthy to take the scroll, and to 

open its seals NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); probably strengthened from NT:5420; -stamped as a 

mark of secrecy and genuineness); For You were slain NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as a sacrifice), And 

have redeemed NT:59 agorazo (ag-or-ad'-zo); from NT:58; as a purchase) us to Yahweh by Your blood 

NT:129 haima (hah'-ee-mah); that is an atonement) Out of every tribe NT:5443 phule (foo-lay'); from 

NT:5453 (compare NT:5444); as an offshoot) and tongue NT:1100 glossa (gloce-sah'); that is naturally 

acquired language) and people NT:2992 laos (lah-os'); of their own populace) and nation NT:1484 

ethnos (eth'-nos); probably from NT:1486; that is non- Jewish),  



10 And have made us kings NT:932 basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); from NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); 

basileus (bas-il-yooce'); of ruling Royalty) and priests NT:2409 hiereus (hee-er-yooce'); from NT:2413; 

that are sacred and holy) to our Yahweh; And we shall reign NT:936 basileuo (bas-il-yoo'-o); from 

NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); basileus (bas-il-yooce'); and rule with sovereignty having 

foundational power) on the earth."  

11 Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels around NT:2943 kuklothen (koo-kloth'-en); in 

the form of a circle of) the throne, the living creatures, and the elders; and the number of them was 

ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands (over 100 Million),  

12 saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic discourse) with a loud voice: "Worthy is the Lamb 

NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin male) who was slain NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as an 

animal sacrifice slaughtered violently) to receive power NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); from NT:1410; 

that is miraculous) and riches NT:4149 ploutos (ploo'-tos); from the base of NT:4130; of wealth in its 

fullness) and wisdom, And strength and honor NT:5092 time (tee-may'); from NT:5099; that is 

esteemed to the highest degree) and glory and blessing NT:2129 eulogia (yoo-log-ee'-ah); of elegant 

speaking in eulogy)!"  

13 And every creature which is in heaven and on the earth and under the earth and such as are in the 

sea, and all that are in them, I heard saying: "Blessing and honor and glory and power Be to Him who 

sits on the throne, and to the Lamb, forever and ever!"   

14 Then the four living creatures said, "Amen NT:281 amen (am-ane'); of Hebrew origin [OT:543]; so 

be it)!" And the twenty-four elders fell down and worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); 

from NT:4314 like a dog that kisses his master’s hand of) Him who lives forever and ever.   

 

Revelation 6 

1 Now I saw when the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin male) opened one of the 

seals NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); probably strengthened from NT:5420; as stamped, a mark of 

secrecy and genuineness); and I heard one of the four living creatures saying with a voice NT:5456 

phone (fo-nay'); to articulate a disclosure) like thunder, "Come and see."  

2 And I looked, and behold, a white horse. He who sat on it had a bow; and a crown NT:4735 stephanos 

(stef'-an-os); a wreathe, as a badge of royalty) was given to him, and he went out conquering and to 

conquer.  

3 When He opened the second NT:1208 deuteros (dyoo'-ter-os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, 

place, and ranked) seal, I heard the second living creature saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic 

discourse), "Come and see."   

4 Another horse, fiery red NT:4450 purrhos (poor-hros'); from NT:4442; that was flamed colored), went 

out. And it was granted to the one who sat on it to take peace NT:1515 eirene (i-ray'-nay); prosperity, 

and rest) from the earth, and that people should kill one another; and there was given to him a great 

NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful) sword NT:3162 machaira (makh'-ahee-rah); that is judicial 

punishment).  

5 When He opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature say, "Come and see." So, I looked, 

and behold, a black horse, and he who sat on it had a pair of scales NT:2218 zugos (dzoo-gos'); to join 

by a yoke, into servitude, a law of obligation) in his hand.  



6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four living creatures saying, "A quart NT:5518 choinix (khoy'-

nix); that is a dry measure) of wheat for a denarius NT:1220 denarion (day-nar'-ee-on); the equivalent 

of 10 asses), and three quarts NT:5518 choinix (khoy'-nix); that is a dry measure) of barley for a 

denarius NT:1220 denarion (day-nar'-ee-on); the equivalent of 10 asses); and do not harm NT:91 adikeo 

(ad-ee-keh'-o); from NT:94; as to be unjust or actively immoral socially, or physically to) the oil NT:1637 

elaion (el'-ah-yon); of the olives) and the wine NT:3631 oinos (oy'-nos); a primary word (or perhaps of 

Hebrew origin [OT:3196]); that is for a banquet)."  

7 When He opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature saying, "Come 

NT:2064 erchomai (er'-khom-ahee); accompany me) and see."  

8 So I looked, and behold, a pale NT:5515 chloros (khlo-ros'); from the same as NT:5514; green) horse. 

And the name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that has authority) of him who sat on it was Death, and 

Hades NT:86 haides (hah'-dace); that is the unseen place of the departed souls that) followed NT:190 

akoloutheo (ak-ol-oo-theh'-o); as a disciple) with him. And power was given to them over a fourth of 

the earth, to kill with sword NT:4501 rhomphaia (hrom-fah'-yah); - a sabre or any kind of weapon), with 

hunger NT:3042 limos (lee-mos'); that is famine), with death, and by the beasts NT:2342 therion (thay-

ree'-on); that are dangerous and venomous) of the earth.  

9 When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar NT:2379 thusiasterion (thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on); 

a place of sacrifice of) the souls NT:5590 psuche (psoo-khay'); from NT:5594; - an inanimate breath, 

not alive) of those who had been slain NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as an animal sacrifice slaughtered 

violently) for the word NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; that is the Divine expression of Messiah) of 

Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is the supreme Divinity) and for the testimony NT:3141 marturia 

(mar-too-ree'-ah); from NT:3144; which is a judicial witness) which they held.  

10 And they cried NT:2896 krazo (krad'-zo); out as a raven) with a loud NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); 

fearful) voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); probably akin to NT:5316; as a disclosure), saying NT:3004 lego 

(leg'-o); in a systematic discourse), “How long, O Master NT:1203 despotes (des-pot'-ace); our 

Husband as absolute Ruler), holy NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); sacred, and ceremonially consecrated) 

and true, until You judge NT:2919 krino (kree'-no); in a judicial decision for punishment) and avenge 

NT:1556 ekdikeo (ek-dik-eh'-o); from NT:1558; with retaliation) our blood NT:129 haima (hah'-ee-mah); 

that was shed) on those who dwell on the earth?"  

11 Then a white robe NT:4749 stole (stol-ay'); that is a long fitting gown as a mark of dignity) was given 

to each of them; and it was said to them that they should rest NT:373 anapano (an-ap-ow'-o); from 

NT:303 and NT:3973; in their sleep) a little while longer NT:5550 chronos (khron'-os); which is a fixed 

special occasion), until both the number of their fellow servants NT:4889 sundoulos (soon'-doo-los); 

that are co-slaves) and their brethren, who would be killed as they were, was completed NT:4137 

pleroo (play-ro'-o); from NT:4134; through execution of the task that was predicted).  

12 I looked when He opened the sixth seal, and behold, there was a great earthquake; and the sun 

NT:2246 helios (hay'-lee-os); with its rays of light) became black as sackcloth NT:4526 sakkos (sak'-

kos); of Hebrew origin [OT:8242]; which is from the Angora goat) of hair, and the moon NT:4582 selene 

(sel-ay'-nay); in its brilliancy) became like blood.  

13 And the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as a fig tree drops NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); by throwing 

violently) its late NT:3653 olunthos (ol'-oon-thos); unripe and out of seasoned) figs when it is shaken 

NT:4579 seio (si'-o); sideways into a tremor with fear or concern) by a mighty wind NT:417 anemos 

(an'-em-os); from the base of NT:109; from the four quarters of the earth).  



14 Then the sky receded NT:673 apochorizo (ap-okh-o-rid'-zo); from NT:575 and NT:5563; and 

separated) as a scroll when it is rolled NT:1667 helisso (hel-is'-so); a form of NT:1507; and coiled) up, 

and every mountain and island was moved out of its place.  

15 And the kings of the earth, the great men, the rich men NT:4145 plousios (ploo'-see-os); who 

abound with wealth), the commanders NT:5506 chiliarchos (khil-ee'-ar-khos); a leader of a thousand 

soldiers), the mighty men NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; who are forcibly powerful), 

every slave NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; in a state of subserviency) and every free man 

NT:1658 eleutheros (el-yoo'-ther-os); exempt from obligation, to go at pleasure), hid NT:2928 krupto 

(kroop'-to); as a covering to keep secret) themselves in the caves and in the rocks of the mountains,  

16 and said to the mountains and rocks, "Fall on us and hide us from the face of Him who sits on the 

throne and from the wrath of the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a male Lambkin)!  

17 For the great day of His wrath NT:3709 orge (or-gay'); from NT:3713; of violent passion for 

punishment) has come, and who is able to stand?"  

 

Revelation 7 

1 After these things I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth, holding NT:2902 krateo 

(krat-eh'-o); from NT:2904; with great strength) the four winds of the earth, that the wind should not 

blow NT:4154 pneo (pneh'-o); with a hard breath) on the earth, on the sea, or on any tree.  

2 Then I saw another angel ascending from the east, having the seal NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); 

probably strengthened from NT:5420; as a stamped mark of secrecy and genuineness) of the living 

Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity). And he cried NT:2896 krazo (krad'-

zo); out an exclamation) with a loud voice to the four angels to whom it was granted to harm NT:91 

adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o); from NT:94; wicked heathen with) the earth NT:1093 ge (ghay); and its 

occupants in it) and the sea,  

3 saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic discourse), “Do not harm the earth NT:1093 ge (ghay); 

and its occupants in it), the sea, or the trees till we have sealed NT:4972 sphragizo (sfrag-id'-zo); from 

NT:4973; that is private, for security and preserving) the servants NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from 

NT:1210; who are a voluntary slave of subserviency) of our Yahweh on their foreheads."  

4 And I heard the number of those who were sealed NT:4972 sphragizo (sfrag-id'-zo); from NT:4973; 

that is private, for security and preserving). One hundred and forty-four thousand of all the tribes 

NT:5443 phule (foo-lay'); and offshoots of race or clan) of the children NT:5207 huios (hwee-os'); who 

are sons) of Israel NT:2474 Israel (is-rah-ale'); of Hebrew origin [OT:3478]; of Hebrew origin) were 

sealed:  

5 of the tribe of Judah NT:2455 Ioudas (ee-oo-das'); of Hebrew origin [OT:3063]; Yahuda) twelve 

thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Reuben twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Gad twelve 

thousand were sealed;  

6 of the tribe of Asher twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Naphtali twelve thousand were 

sealed; of the tribe of Manasseh twelve thousand were sealed;  

7 of the tribe of Simeon twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Levi twelve thousand were sealed; 

of the tribe of Issachar twelve thousand were sealed;  



8 of the tribe of Zebulun twelve thousand were sealed; of the tribe of Joseph twelve thousand were 

sealed; of the tribe of Benjamin twelve thousand were sealed.  

9 After these things I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one NT:3762 oudeis (oo-dice'); - 

not even one man) could NT:1410 dunamai (doo'-nam-ahee); with any power) number, of all nations 

NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish), tribes NT:5443 phule (foo-lay'); offshoot 

of race or clan), peoples, and tongues, standing before NT:1799 enopion (en-o'-pee-on); in the face 

and sight of) the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately seat of power) and before the 

Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin male), clothed with white robes NT:4749 stole (stol-

ay'); that is a long fitting gown as a mark of dignity), with palm branches in their hands,  

10 and crying out NT:2896 krazo (krad'-zo); with an exclamation and) with a loud voice NT:5456 phone 

(fo-nay'); to articulate a disclosure), saying, “Salvation NT:4991 soteria (so-tay-ree'-ah); feminine of a 

derivative of NT:4990; the deliverer Messiah) belongs to our Yahweh who sits NT:2521 kathemai (kath'-

ay-mahee); from NT:2596; and resides) on the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately 

seat of power), and to the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin male)!"  

11 All the angels stood around NT:2945 kukloi (koo'-klo); in a circle of) the throne and the elders 

NT:4245 presbuteros (pres-boo'-ter-os); who are the celestial council of the third heavens) and the 

four living creatures, and fell on their faces before the throne and worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-

koo-neh'-o); by prostrating in homage like a dog licking his master’s hand of) Yahweh,  

12 saying: "Amen NT:281 amen (am-ane'); so be it)! Blessing NT:2129 eulogia (yoo-log-ee'-ah); of 

elegant speaking in eulogy) and glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); of honor, praise, and worship) and 

wisdom NT:4678 sophia (sof-ee'-ah); from NT:4680; of the highest spiritual order), Thanksgiving and 

honor NT:5092 time (tee-may'); from NT:5099; of the highest degree) and power NT:1411 dunamis 

(doo'-nam-is); that is miraculous), and might NT:2479; that is forcible, boisterous, and valiant), Be to 

our Yahweh forever NT:165 aion (ahee-ohn'); of the beginning of the world) and ever NT:165 aion 

(ahee-ohn'); and without its end) . Amen NT:281 amen (am-ane'); so be it)."  

13 Then one of the elders NT:4245 presbuteros (pres-boo'-ter-os); who are the celestial council of the 

third heavens) answered NT:611 apokrinomai (ap-ok-ree'-nom-ahee); to speak as an expected public 

address), saying to me, "Who are these arrayed in white robes, and where did they come from?"  

14 And I said to him, "Sir NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); who is in authority), you know." So, he said to 

me, “These are the ones who come out of the great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and fearful) tribulation 

NT:2347 thlipsis (thlip'-sis); from NT:2346; of pressure and persecution) and washed their robes 

NT:4749 stole (stol-ay'); that is a long fitting gown as a mark of dignity) and made them white in the 

blood NT:129 haima (hah'-ee-mah); as an atonement) of the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a 

Lambkin male).  

15 Therefore they are before the throne of Yahweh and serve NT:3000 latreuo (lat-ryoo'-o); and minister 

in religious homage to) Him day and night in His temple. And He who sits on the throne will dwell 

NT:4637 skenoo (skay-no'-o); from NT:4636; in a mansion that is a symbol of protection and 

communion) among them.  

16 They shall neither hunger NT:3983 peinao (pi-nah'-o); or be famished or crave) anymore nor thirst 

anymore; the sun shall not strike them, nor any heat;  

17 for the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin male) who is in the midst of the throne 

will shepherd NT:4165 poimaino (poy-mah'-ee-no); from NT:4166; and feed) them and lead NT:3594 

hodegeo (hod-ayg-eh'-o); from NT:3595; by showing the way as teaching) them to living fountains 



NT:4077 pege (pay-gay'); probably from NT:4078; that is a gushing source for enjoyment) of waters. 

And Yahweh will wipe away NT:1813 exaleipho (ex-al-i'-fo); from NT:1537 and NT:218; that obliterates 

that sin causes) every tear from their eyes."  

 

Revelation 8 

1 When He opened the seventh seal NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); probably strengthened from 

NT:5420; stamped as a mark of secrecy and genuineness), there was silence NT:4602 sige (see-gay'); 

with a calmness) in heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-os'); that is the abode of Yahweh) for about half 

an hour.  

2 And I saw the seven angels who stand before Yahweh, and to them were given seven trumpets 

NT:4536 salpigx (sal'-pinx); that reverberates as an echo).  

3 Then another angel, having a golden censer NT:3031 libanotos (lib-an-o-tos'); from NT:3030; for 

burning frankincense), came and stood at the altar NT:2379 thusiasterion (thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on); a 

place of sacrifice). He was given much incense NT:2368 thumiama (thoo-mee'-am-ah); from NT:2370; 

that has an aroma of fragrant powder burning for religious rites), that he should offer it with the prayers 

NT:4335 proseuche (pros-yoo-khay'); that beg earnestly and humbly) of all the saints NT:40 hagios 

(hag'-ee-os); that are morally blameless) upon the golden altar which was before the throne.  

4 And the smoke of the incense NT:2368 thumiama (thoo-mee'-am-ah); from NT:2370; an aroma of 

fragrant powder burning for religious rites), with the prayers of the saints, ascended before Yahweh 

from the angel's hand.  

5 Then the angel took the censer NT:3031 libanotos (lib-an-o-tos'); from NT:3030; for burning 

frankincense), filled it with fire from the altar, and threw NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); violently), it to the earth. 

And there were noises NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); of voices to articulate a disclosure), thundering’s, 

lightnings, and an earthquake.  

6 So the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound.  

7 The first angel sounded NT:4537 salpizo (sal-pid'-zo); from NT:4536; with a reverberating blast): And 

hail and fire followed, mingled with blood, and they were thrown to the earth. And a third of the trees 

were burned up, and all green grass was burned up NT:2618 katakaio (kat-ak-ah'-ee-o); from NT:2596 

and NT:2545; completely to the ground).  

8 Then the second angel sounded: And something like a great mountain burning with fire was thrown 

NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); violently) into the sea, and a third of the sea became blood.  

9 And a third of the living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were destroyed.  

10 Then the third angel sounded: And a great star fell from heaven, burning like a torch, and it fell on 

a third of the rivers NT:4215 potamos (pot-am-os'); probably from a derivative of the alternate of 

NT:4095 (compare NT:4224); that is drinkable water) and on the springs NT:4077 pege (pay-gay'); 

probably from NT:4078; that gush up as the source) of water.  

11 The name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority and Character) of the star is Wormwood 

NT:894 apsinthos (ap'-sin-thos); that is bitterness from calamity). A third of the waters became 

wormwood NT:894 apsinthos (ap'-sin-thos); which is bitterness from calamity), and many men died 

from the water, because it was made bitter.  



12 Then the fourth angel sounded: And a third of the sun was struck NT:4141 plesso (place'-so); 

apparently another form of NT:4111; to inflict with calamity), a third of the moon NT:4582 selene (sel-

ay'-nay); in its brilliancy), and a third of the stars NT:792 (as-tare'); probably from the base of NT:4766; 

as strewn across the sky), so that a third of them were darkened NT:4654 skotizo (skot-id-zo); from 

NT:4655; to become obscure). A third of the day did not shine, and likewise the night.  

13 And I looked, and I heard an angel flying through the midst of heaven NT:3321 mesouranema (mes-

oo-ran'-ay-mah); that is in the mid sky between the heavens), saying with a loud voice, “Woe NT:3759 

ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!), woe at last grief!), woe at last grief!) to the inhabitants of the earth, 

because of the remaining blasts of the trumpet NT:4536 salpigx (sal'-pinx); that reverberates as an 

echo) of the three angels who are about NT:3195 mello (mel'-lo); with expectation) to sound!"  

 

Revelation 9 

1Then the fifth angel sounded NT:4537 salpizo (sal-pid'-zo); from NT:4536; with a reverberating blast): 

And I saw a star fallen from heaven to the earth. To him was given the key to the bottomless NT:12 

abussos (ab'-us-sos); from NT:1 (as a negative particle) and a variation of NT:1037; depthless 

underworld) pit NT:5421 phrear (freh'-ar); that is an abyss for a prison).  

2 And he opened the bottomless pit NT:5421 phrear (freh'-ar); of uncertain derivation; made for holding 

water for a prison), and smoke arose out of the pit like the smoke of a great furnace. So, the sun and 

the air were darkened NT:4656 skotoo (skot-o'-o); from NT:4655; with obscurity to the point of 

blindness) because of the smoke of the pit.  

3 Then out of the smoke locusts NT:200 akris (ak-rece'); apparently from the same as NT:206; with a 

pointed top) came upon the earth. And to them was given power NT:1849 exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); from 

NT:1832; of delegated influence), as the scorpions of the earth have power.  

4 They were commanded not to harm NT:91 adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o); in an unjust way morally, socially, 

or physically) the grass of the earth, or any green thing, or any tree, but only those men who do not 

have the seal NT:4973 sphragis (sfrag-ece'); probably strengthened from NT:5420; stamped as a mark 

of secrecy and genuineness) of Yahweh in NT:1909 > epi (ep-ee'); a place of rest on) their foreheads.  

5 And they were not given authority to kill them, but to torment them for five months. Their torment 

was like the torment of a scorpion when it strikes a man.  

6 In those days’ men will seek death and will not find it; they will desire to die, and death will flee from 

them.  

7 The shape NT:3667 homoioma (hom-oy'-o-mah); from NT:3666; abstract resemblance) of the locusts 

w NT:200 akris (ak-rece'); apparently from the same as NT:206; as pointed on top) as like NT:3664 

homoios (hom'-oy-os); from the base of NT:3674; in appearance or character of) horses prepared 

NT:4171 polemos (pol'-em-os); for a single or series of encounters) for battle. On their heads were 

crowns NT:4735 stephanos (stef'-an-os); with a twined wreathe as a badge of Royalty) of something 

like gold, and their faces were like the faces of men.  

8 They had hair like women's hair, and their teeth were like lions' teeth.  

9 And they had breastplates NT:2382 thorax (tho'-rax); like a corselet which is a defensive armor) like 

breastplates of iron, and the sound of their wings was like the sound of chariots with many horses 

running into battle.  



10 They had tails like scorpions, and there were stings NT:2759 kentron (ken'-tron); from kenteo (to 

prick); as a poisonous goad) in their tails. Their power NT:1849 exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); from NT:1832: 

from Jurisdictional authority) was to hurt NT:91 adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o); from NT:94; the treacherous 

wicked heathen of) men five months.  

11 And they had as king NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); basileus (bas-il-yooce'); who has the 

foundation of sovereign power) over NT:1909 epi (ep-ee'); superimposition of) them the angel NT:32 

aggelos (ang'-el-os); who is a messenger) of the bottomless pit, whose name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-

ah); with Authority and Character) in Hebrew is Abaddon NT:3 Abaddon (ab-ad-dohn'); of Hebrew 

origin [OT:11]; -A destroying Angel), but in Greek he has the name Apollyon NT:623 Apolluon (ap-ol-

loo'-ohn); who is Satan the Destroyer).  

12 One woe NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!) is past. Behold NT:2400 idou (id-oo'); look and 

see!), still two more woes NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last griefs!) are coming after these things.  

13 Then the sixth angel sounded NT:4537 salpizo (sal-pid'-zo); from NT:4536; with a reverberating 

blast): And I heard a voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to articulate a disclosure) from the four horns of 

the golden altar NT:2379 thusiasterion (thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on); where the sacrifices are made) which 

is before Yahweh,  

14 saying to the sixth angel who had the trumpet, "Release the four angels who are bound at the great 

river NT:4215 potamos (pot-am-os'); of running water, the) Euphrates NT:2166 Euphrates (yoo-frat'-

ace); that begins in eastern Turkey)."  

15 So the four angels, who had been prepared for the hour and day and month and year, were released 

to kill a third of mankind.  

16 Now the number NT:706 arithmos (ar-ith-mos'); from NT:142; reckoned in advance) of the army of 

the horsemen NT:2461 hippikon (hip-pee-kon'); as a cavalry force) was two hundred million; I heard 

the number of them.  

17 And thus I saw the horses in the vision NT:3706 horasis (hor'-as-is); from NT:3708; while gazing at 

the inspired appearance of): those who sat on them had breastplates NT:2382 thorax (tho'-rax); as a 

corselet which is a defensive armor) of fiery red, hyacinth blue NT:5191 huakinthinos (hoo-ak-in'-thee-

nos); that is dark blue), and sulfur yellow; and the heads of the horses were like the heads of lions; 

and out of their mouths NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which is the front edge of a weapon) came NT:1607 

ekporeuomai (ek-por-yoo'-om-ahee); from NT:1537 and NT:4198; as a discharge of) fire, smoke, and 

brimstone NT:2303 theion (thi'-on); that is flashing sulfur).  

18 By these three plagues a third of mankind was killed — by the fire and the smoke and the brimstone 

NT:2303 theion (thi'-on); that is flashing sulfur) which came NT:1607 ekporeuomai (ek-por-yoo'-om-

ahee); through discharging) out of their mouths NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which is the front edge of a 

weapon).  

19 For their power NT:1849 exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and privilege of superhuman delegated influence) 

is in their mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which is the front edge of a weapon) and in their tails; for 

their tails are like serpents NT:3789 ophis (of'-is); probably from NT:3700; through sharp mechanical 

vision), having heads; and with them they do harm NT:91 adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o);; wrong morally, 

socially, and physically).  

20 But the rest NT:3062 loipoy (loy-poy'); masculine plural of a derivative of NT:3007; who are not 

present) of mankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent NT:3340 metanoeo (met-an-

o-eh'-o); or reconsider with a feeling of moral compunction) of the works of their hands NT:5495 cheir 



(khire); which is an instrument of power), that they should not worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-

neh'-o); or prostrate in homage to) demons, and idols NT:1497 eidolon (i'-do-lon); from NT:1491; that 

is a heathen g-d) of gold, silver NT:693 argureos (ar-goo'-reh-os); from NT:696; that include currency), 

brass NT:5470 chalkeos (khal'-keh-os); from NT:5475; or coins of copper), stone NT:3035 lithinos (lith-

ee'-nos); from NT:3037; that is a stumbling of offense), and wood, which can neither see nor hear nor 

walk.  

21 And they did not repent NT:3340 metanoeo (met-an-o-eh'-o); or reconsider with a feeling of moral 

compunction) of their murders or their sorceries NT:5332 pharmakeus (far-mak-yoos'); that comes 

from a drug that is a spell giving potion to a magician) or their sexual NT:4202 porneia (por-ni'-ah); 

from NT:4203; acts as a harlot from idolatry which is unlawful lust with) immorality or their thefts. 

 

Revelation 10 

1 I saw still another mighty NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; forcible, boisterous, and 

valiant) angel coming down from heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-os'); the abode of Yahweh), clothed 

NT:4016 periballo (per-ee-bal'-lo); and arrayed) with a cloud. And a rainbow was on his head, his face 

was like the sun, and his feet like pillars of fire.  

2 He had a little book NT:974 bibliaridion (bib-lee-ar-id'-ee-on); a diminutive of NT:975; that is a roll) 

open in his hand. And he set his right foot NT:1188 dexios (dex-ee-os'); which is the feminine side that 

receives) on the sea NT:2281 thalassa (thal'-as-sah); probably prolonged from NT:251; that is salted) 

and his left foot NT:2176 euonumos (yoo-o'-noo-mos); which is the lucky side by the Greeks) on the 

land NT:1093 ge (ghay); with its occupants in their locations),  

3 and cried NT:2896 krazo (krad'-zo); out an exclamation) with a loud voice, as when a lion roars. When 

he cried out, seven thunders uttered their voices NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to articulate a disclosure).  

4 Now when the seven thunders uttered their voices, I was about to write; but I heard a voice from 

heaven saying to me, "Seal up NT:4972 sphragizo (sfrag-id'-zo); from NT:4973; that which is private 

for security and preserving) the things which the seven thunders uttered, and do not write them."  

5 The angel whom I saw standing on the sea NT:2281 thalassa (thal'-as-sah); probably prolonged from 

NT:251; that is salted) and on the land NT:1093 ge (ghay); with its occupants in their locations) raised 

up his hand to heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-os'); that is the abode of Yahweh) 

6 and swore NT:3660 omnuo (om-noo'-o); a declared oath) by Him who lives forever and ever, who 

created heaven and the things that are in it, the earth and the things that are in it, and the sea and the 

things that are in it, that there should be delay NT:5550 chronos (khron'-os); which designates a fixed 

special occasion) no longer,  

7 but in the days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about NT:3195 mello (mel'-lo); with 

expectation) to sound NT:4537 salpizo (sal-pid'-zo); from NT:4536; a reverberating blast), the mystery 

NT:3466 musterion (moos-tay'-ree-on); of silence imposed by initiation into religious rites) of Yahweh 

would be finished NT:5055 teleo (tel-eh'-o); to discharge a debt to be paid), as He declared NT:2097 

euaggelizo (yoo-ang-ghel-id'-zo); the good news gospel through evangelizing) to His servants NT:1401 

doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who are a voluntary slave of subserviency) the prophets NT:4396 

prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who are inspired poetic foretellers).  

8 Then the voice which I heard from heaven spoke to me again and said, "Go, take the little book 

NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-on); that is a scroll) which is open in the hand of the angel who stands on the 



sea NT:2281 thalassa (thal'-as-sah); probably prolonged from NT:251; that is salted) and on the earth 

NT:1093 ge (ghay); and its occupants in it)."  

9 So I went to the angel and said to him, "Give me the little book." And he said to me, “Take and eat it; 

and it will make your stomach bitter NT:4087 pikraino (pik-rah'-ee-no); as wormwood), but it will be as 

sweet NT:1099 glukus (gloo-koos'); without salt) as honey in your mouth."  

10 Then I took the little book out of the angel's hand and ate it, and it was as sweet as honey NT:1099 

glukus (gloo-koos'); without salt) in my mouth. But when I had eaten it, my stomach became bitter 

NT:4087 pikraino (pik-rah'-ee-no); as wormwood).  

11 And he said to me, "You must prophesy NT:4395 propheteuo (prof-ate-yoo'-o); under Divine 

inspiration from a prophetic office) again about many peoples NT:2992 laos (lah-os'); of their own 

populace), nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-Jewish), tongues NT:1100 glossa (gloce-

sah'); that is naturally acquired language), and kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling 

royalty)."  

 

Revelation 11 

1 Then I was given a reed NT:2563 kalamos (kal'-am-os); - the stem that grows near the water) like a 

measuring rod NT:4464 rhabdos (hrab'-dos); - a baton of Royalty). And the angel stood, saying, “Rise 

NT:1453 egeiro (eg-i'-ro); collect your thoughts) and measure NT:3354 metreo (met-reh'-o); as to 

ascertain the size by a fixed standard of measure), the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); - a shrine that 

is regarded as holy) of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); but worshipped as an uncertain deity), the 

altar NT:2379 thusiasterion (thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on); - a place of sacrifice), and those who worship 

there.  

2 But leave out NT:1544 ekballo (ek-bal'-lo); and eject) the court NT:833 aule (ow-lay'); that is open to 

the wind) which is outside the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); - a shrine that is regarded as holy), and 

do not measure NT:3354 metreo (met-reh'-o); as to ascertain the size by a fixed standard of measure) 

it, for it has been given NT:1325 didomi (did'-o-mee); with power) to the Gentiles NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-

nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish). And they will tread the holy NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); sacred) 

city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls) underfoot NT:3961 pateo (pat-eh'-o); from a derivative probably 

of NT:3817; that stings as a scorpion) for forty-two months.  

3 And I will give power to my two witnesses NT:3144 martus (mar'-toos); who are judicial martyr’s), 

and they will prophesy NT:4395 propheteuo (prof-ate-yoo'-o); under Divine inspiration from a 

prophetic office) one thousand two hundred and sixty days, clothed NT:4016 periballo (per-ee-bal'-

lo);and arrayed) in sackcloth NT:4526 sakkos (sak'-kos); of Hebrew origin [OT:8242]; which is from the 

Angora goat worn as a sign of grief)."  

4 These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands NT:3087 luchnia (lookh-nee'-ah); from NT:3088; 

that are portable illuminators) standing before the Yahweh of the earth.  

5 And if anyone wants to harm NT:91 adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o); from NT:94; unjustly, actively, immoral 

socially, or in physical way towards) them, fire proceeds from their mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); 

which is the front edge of a weapon) and devours their enemies NT:2190 echthros (ech-thros'); that 

are hateful and hostile). And if anyone wants to harm them, he must NT:1163 dei (die); by a binding 

order), be killed in this manner.  



6 These have power NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and privilege of superhuman delegated 

influence) to shut heaven, so that no rain falls in the days of their prophecy NT:4394 propheteia (prof-

ay-ti'-ah); from scripture or momentary inspiration); and they have power NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-

see'-ah); and privilege of superhuman delegated influence) over waters to turn them to blood, and to 

strike the earth with all plagues NT:4127 > plege (play-gay'); of calamity), as often as they desire.  

7 When they finish NT:5055 teleo (tel-eh'-o); to discharge a debt to be paid from) their testimony 

NT:3141 marturia (mar-too-ree'-ah); from NT:3144; which is a judicial testimony from Torah Law), the 

beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); diminutive from the same as NT:2339; a dangerous animal for 

destruction) that ascends out of the bottomless pit will make war against them, overcome NT:3528 

nikao (nik-ah'-o); to the point of victory), them, and kill them.  

8 And their dead bodies will lie in the street NT:4113 plateia (plat-i'-ah); that is an open square) of the 

great city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls) which spiritually NT:4152 pneumatikos (pnyoo-mat-ik-

os'); from NT:4151; of a demonic nature), is called Sodom and Egypt, where also our Master was 

crucified NT:4717 stauroo (stow-ro'-o); from NT:4716; on the execution stake).  

9 Then those from the peoples NT:2992 laos (lah-os'); of their own populace), tribe’s NT:5443 phule 

(foo-lay'); offshoot of race or clan), tongues NT:1100 glossa (gloce-sah'); that is naturally acquired), 

and nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-Jewish) will see their dead bodies three-and-a-

half days, and not allow their dead bodies to be put into graves.  

10 And those who dwell on the earth will rejoice NT:5463 chairo (khah'-ee-ro); with cheers of 

happiness) over them, make merry, and send gifts to one another, because these two prophets 

NT:4396 prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who are inspired poetic foretellers) tormented those who dwell on 

the earth.  

11 Now after the three-and-a-half days the breath of life NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); that is the 

Ruach HaKodesh, Holy Spirit) from Yahweh entered them, and they stood on their feet, and great fear 

fell on those who saw NT:2334 theoreo (theh-o-reh'-o); as spectators), them.  

12 And they heard a loud voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to pronounce a disclosure) from heaven 

saying to them, "Come up here." And they ascended to heaven in a cloud, and their enemies saw them.  

13 In the same hour there was a great earthquake NT:4578 seismos (sice-mos'); from NT:4579; - a 

commotion that causes fear and concern), and a tenth of the city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls) 

fell. In the earthquake seven thousand people were killed, and the rest were afraid NT:1719 emphobos 

(em'-fob-os); to the point of trembling) and gave glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); - honor, praise, and 

worship) to Yahweh of heaven NT:3772 ouranos (oo-ran-os'); which is his abode).  

14 The second NT:1208 deuteros (dyoo'-ter-os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, place, and ranked) 

woe NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!) is past. Behold, the third woe NT:1208 deuteros (dyoo'-ter-

os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, place, and rank) is coming quickly NT:5035 tachu (takh-oo'); 

by surprise and without delay).  

15 Then the seventh angel sounded NT:4537 salpizo (sal-pid'-zo); from NT:4536; with a reverberating 

blast): And there were loud voices NT:4537 salpizo (sal-pid'-zo); from NT:4536; which reverberates) in 

heaven, saying, “The kingdoms NT:932 basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); from NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); that 

had foundational sovereign rule) of this world NT:2889 kosmos (kos'-mos); with its inhabitants) have 

become the kingdoms of our Master NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); as the supreme Yahweh) and of His 

Messiah NT:5547 > Christos (khris-tos'); NT:5547 from NT:5548;, who was the anointed one smeared 

with oil to a consecrated office for religious service) and He shall reign NT:936 basileuo (bas-il-yoo'-



o); from NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); and rule as King with sovereignty, having foundational power) 

forever and ever!"  

16 And the twenty-four elders NT:4245 presbuteros (pres-boo'-ter-os); who are the celestial council of 

the third heavens) who sat before Yahweh on their thrones NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a 

stately seat of power) fell on their faces and worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to 

prostrate in homage to) Yahweh,  

17 saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic discourse): "We give You thanks NT:2168 eucharisteo 

(yoo-khar-is-teh'-o); with expressed gratitude), O Master NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); who is the 

supreme Master) Yahweh Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); - all ruling and universally 

sovereign Elohim), The One who is and who was and who is to come, Because You have taken Your 

great power NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); that is miraculous) and reigned.  

18 The nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish) were angry NT:3710 orgizo 

(or-gid'-zo); and provoked to the point of exasperated enragement), and Your wrath NT:3709 orge (or-

gay'); from NT:3713; of violent passion for justifiable punishment) has come, And the time of the dead, 

that they should be judged NT:2919 krino (kree'-no); in a judicial decision for punishment), and that 

You should reward NT:3408 misthos (mis-thos'); with payment for services rendered) Your servants 

NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who are a voluntary slave of subserviency), the prophets 

NT:4396 prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who are inspired poetic foretellers), and the saints NT:40 hagios 

(hag'-ee-os); that are morally blameless and ceremonially consecrated), and those who fear NT:5399 

phobeo (fob-eh'-o); with reverence) Your name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); Yahweh with Authority 

and Character), small and great, and should destroy NT:1311 diaphtheiro (dee-af-thi'-ro); and rot 

through thoroughly) those who destroy the earth."  

19 Then the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); that is the dwelling place) of Yahweh was opened in 

heaven, and the ark of His covenant NT:1242 diatheke (dee-ath-ay'-kay); is His devisory will) was seen 

in His temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); that is His dwelling place). And there were lightnings, noises 

NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to articulate a disclosure), thundering’s, an earthquake NT:4578 seismos 

(sice-mos'); from NT:4579; of a commotion that causes fear and concern), and great hail.  

 

Revelation 12 

1 Now a great sign NT:4592 semeion (say-mi'-on); neuter of a presumed derivative of the base of 

NT:4591; a marked wonder of a ceremonial event) appeared NT:3700 optanomai (op-tan'-om-ahee); as 

to gaze with wide open eyes at something remarkable) in heaven: a woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); 

that is a wife) clothed NT:4016 periballo (per-ee-bal'-lo);and arrayed) with the sun NT:2246 helios (hay'-

lee-os); as rays of light), with the moon NT:4582 selene (sel-ay'-nay); in its brilliancy and 

attractiveness) under her feet NT:4228> pous (pooce); as a footstool), and on her head a garland 

NT:4735 stephanos (stef'-an-os); twined wreathe as a badge of Royalty) of twelve stars.  

2 Then being with child NT:1064 gaster (gas-tare'); in the womb), she cried out in labor and in pain 

NT:928 basanizo (bas-an-id'-zo); as a vexing torment) to give birth NT:5605 odino (o-dee'-no); from 

NT:5604; - a burden on her shoulders).  

3 And another sign NT:4592 semeion (say-mi'-on); neuter of a presumed derivative of the base of 

NT:4591; that is a marked wonder of a ceremonial event) appeared in heaven: behold, a great NT:3173 

megas (meg'-as); fearful), fiery red NT:4450 purrhos (poor-hros'); that is flame colored) dragon 

NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); an extraordinary and fascinating site) having seven heads NT:2776 



kephale (kef-al-ay'); to seize and to take hold) and ten horns NT:2768 keras (ker'-as); like hair on the 

head), and seven diadems on his heads NT:2776 kephale (kef-al-ay'); that has taken hold of power).  

4 His tail drew NT:4951 suro (soo'-ro); probably akin to NT:138; as a trail behind him and took for 

himself) a third of the stars NT:792 (as-tare'); probably from the base of NT:4766; as strewn across the 

sky) of heaven and threw NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) them to the earth. And the dragon 

NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); an extraordinary and fascinating site) stood before the woman NT:1135 

gune (goo-nay'); who is the wife), who was ready NT:3195 mello (mel'-lo); with expectation for this 

special event of suffering), to give birth NT:5088 tikto (tik'-to); as the mother to produce a seed), to 

devour her Child as soon as it was born.  

5 She bore a male NT:730 arrhen (ar'-hrane); or arsen (ar'-sane); probably from NT:142; strong to 

expiate sin through atonement), Child who was to rule NT:4165 poimaino (poy-mah'-ee-no); as a 

tending Shepard of) all nations with a rod NT:4464 rhabdos (hrab'-dos); that is baton of Royalty) of 

iron. And her Child was caught up to Yahweh and His throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a 

stately seat of power).  

6 Then the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); probably from the base of NT:1096; who is a wife coming 

into being) fled NT:5343 pheugo (fyoo'-go); and escaped by running away), into the wilderness 

NT:2048 eremos (er'-ay-mos); a lonesome, desolate, and solitary place), where she has a place 

NT:5117 topos (top'-os); of a large locality), prepared NT:2090 hetoimazo (het-oy-mad'-zo); from 

NT:2092; by adjusting it to fit), by Yahweh, that they should feed NT:5142 trepho (tref'-o); and provide 

strength, stiffening, fattening, pampering and rear up with nourishment) her there one thousand two 

hundred and sixty days (42 months).  

7 And war broke out in heaven: Michael NT:3413 Michael (mikh-ah-ale'); who is an archangel) and his 

angels fought NT:4170 polemeo (pol-em-eh'-o); by engaging in warfare) with the dragon NT:1404 

drakon (drak'-own); who is a fabulous type of serpent); and the dragon and his angels fought,  

8 but they did not prevail NT:2480 ischuo (is-khoo'-o); with enough force), nor was a place NT:5117 

topos (top'-os); of a limited occupancy) found for them in heaven any longer.  

9 So the great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful) dragon was cast out NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with 

violence), that serpent NT:3789 ophis (of'-is); that is sly, cunning, and is artfully malicious) of old 

NT:744 archaios (ar-khah'-yos); from the earliest ages of the history of the world), called NT:2564 kaleo 

(kal-eh'-o); by his surname), the Devil NT:1228 diabolos (dee-ab'-ol-os); that acted as the third person 

to be a slanderer) and Satan NT:4567 Satanas (sat-an-as'); who is the accuser), who deceives NT:4105 

planao (plan-ah'-o); by causing them to roam away from the safety of truth,) the whole world; he was 

cast NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); violently) to the earth, and his angels were cast out NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); 

with violence) with him.  

10 Then I heard a loud NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful) voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); to articulate 

a disclosure) saying NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; with a Divine expression of Messiah) in heaven, 

“Now salvation NT:4991 soteria (so-tay-ree'-ah); feminine of a derivative of NT:4990; from the deliverer 

Messiah), and strength NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); that is miraculous), and the kingdom NT:932 

basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); of Royalty) of our Yahweh, and the power NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and 

privilege of superhuman delegated influence) of His Messiah NT:5547 > Christos (khris-tos'); NT:5547 

from NT:5548;, who was the anointed one smeared with oil to a consecrated office for religious 

service) have come, for the accuser NT:2725 kategoros (kat-ay'-gor-os); as one who takes legal action 

against the assembly) of our brethren NT:80 adelphos (ad-el-fos'); that comes from the same womb), 

who accused NT:2723 kategoreo (kat-ay-gor-eh'-o); by bringing legal action on) them before NT:1799 



enopion (en-o'-pee-on); the presence of) our Yahweh day and night, has been cast down NT:906 ballo 

(bal'-lo); with violence).  

11 And they overcame NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); and prevailed to the point of victory over) him by the 

blood NT:129 haima (hah'-ee-mah); that is an atonement) of the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that 

is a Lambkin male) and by the word NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; that is a Divine expression of 

Messiah) of their testimony NT:3141 marturia (mar-too-ree'-ah); from NT:3144; which is a judicial 

testimony as a martyr), and they did not love NT:25 agapao (ag-ap-ah'-o); in a social or moral sense) 

their lives to the death.  

12 Therefore rejoice NT:2165 euphraino (yoo-frah'-ee-no); be of a good frame of mind), O heavens, and 

you who dwell NT:4637 skenoo (skay-no'-o); as Yahweh did in the tabernacle of old) in them! Woe 

NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!) to the inhabitants of the earth and the sea! For the devil NT:1228 

diabolos (dee-ab'-ol-os); who is the false accuser) has come down to you, having great NT:3173 megas 

(meg'-as); fearful) wrath NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; of fierce passionate breathing of 

smoke for the purpose of slaughter), because he knows that he has a short time NT:2540 kairos (kahee-

ros'); which is in a due season)."  

13 When the dragon NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); an extraordinary and fascinating site) saw that he 

had been hurled NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) to the earth, he pursued NT:1377 dioko (dee-o'-

ko); by pressing forward with persecution) the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); that is a wife) who 

had given birth NT:5088 tikto (tik'-to); as the mother to produce a seed) to the male child NT:730 arrhen 

(ar'-hrane); or arsen (ar'-sane); probably from NT:142; strong to expiate sin through atonement). 

14 But the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); probably from the base of NT:1096; who is a wife coming 

into being) was given two wings of a great eagle NT:105 > aetos (ah-et-os'); from the same as NT:109; 

from its winged flight driven by blowing air), that she might fly into NT:1519 eis (ice); the place of) the 

wilderness NT:2048 eremos (er'-ay-mos); that is lonesome, desolate, and solitary,) to her place 

NT:5117 topos (top'-os); of a given opportunity), where she is nourished NT:5142 trepho (tref'-o); with 

strength to stiffen, fatten, pamper and rear up) for a time NT:2540 kairos (kahee-ros'); which is in a due 

season and opportunity) and times and half a time, from the presence of the serpent NT:3789 ophis 

(of'-is); that is sly, cunning, and is artfully malicious).  

15 So the serpent NT:3789 ophis (of'-is); that is sly, cunning, and is artfully malicious) spewed NT:906 

ballo (bal'-lo);with violence) water out of his mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which is the front edge 

of a weapon) like a flood after NT:3694 > opiso (op-is'-o); from the same as NT:3693; the back side of) 

the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); probably from the base of NT:1096; who is a wife coming into 

being), that he might cause her to be carried away NT:4216 potamophoretos (pot-am-of-or'-ay-tos); 

with the feeling of being overwhelmed) by the flood.  

16 But the earth helped NT:997 boetheo (bo-ay-theh'-o); by giving relief to) the woman NT:1135 gune 

(goo-nay'); probably from the base of NT:1096; who is a wife coming into being), and the earth opened 

its mouth and swallowed up NT:2666 katapino (kat-ap-ee'-no); and devoured entirely) the flood which 

the dragon had spewed NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) out of his mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-

a); which is the front edge of a weapon).  

17 And the dragon NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); which is an extraordinary and fascinating site) was 

enraged NT:3710 orgizo (or-gid'-zo); and provoked to the point of exasperation) with the woman 

NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); probably from the base of NT:1096; who is a wife coming into being), and he 

went NT:565 aperchomai (ap-erkh'-om-ahee); departing, following from behind) to make war NT:4171 

polemos (pol'-em-os); for a single or series of encounters) with the rest NT:3062 loipoy (loy-poy'); 



masculine plural of a derivative of NT:3007; of the remaining ones left behind), of her offspring NT:4690 

sperma (sper'-mah); from NT:4687; who were seed sown, scattered and kept over for planting,) who 

keep NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); from teros; a watch to guard from loss or injury like a fortress or full 

military lines of apparatus) the commandments NT:1785> entole (en-tol-ay'); of Torah) of Yahweh 

NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Deity) and have the testimony NT:3141 marturia (mar-too-ree'-

ah); from NT:3144; a judicial witness) of Yahshua Messiah.   

 

Revelation 13 

1 Then I stood on the sand NT:285> ammos (am'-mos); which is a beach) of the sea NT:2281 thalassa 

(thal'-as-sah); probably prolonged from NT:251; that is salted). And I saw a beast NT:2342 therion 

(thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous) rising up out of the sea NT:2281 thalassa (thal'-as-sah); 

probably prolonged from NT:251; that is salted), having seven heads NT:2776 kephale (kef-al-ay'); that 

has taken hold of power), and ten horns NT:2768 keras (ker'-as); as the hair on the head in a figurative 

sense) and on his horns ten crowns, and on his heads a blasphemous NT:988 blasphemia (blas-fay-

me'-ah); from NT:989; evil speaking that is slanderous against Yahweh and men a) name.  

2 Now the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous) which I saw was like 

NT:3664 homoios (hom'-oy-os); or similar in appearance to) a leopard, his feet were like the feet of a 

bear NT:715> arktos (ark'-tos); probably from NT:714; that obstructs with ferocity, raising a barrier), 

and his mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which is the front edge of a weapon) like the mouth of a lion. 

The dragon NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); which is an extraordinary and fascinating site) gave him his 

power NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); that is miraculous), his throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); a 

stately seat of power), and great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful) authority NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-

see'-ah); -privilege of superhuman delegated influence).  

3 And I saw one NT:3391 mia (mee'-ah); as the first) of his heads NT:2776 kephale (kef-al-ay'); that 

seized and took hold of power) as if it had been mortally wounded NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as 

maimed violently), and his deadly wound NT:4127 plege (play-gay'); from NT:4141; inflicted through 

calamity) was healed. And all the world marveled NT:2296 thaumazo (thou-mad'-zo); from NT:2295; 

with a strange admiration) and followed the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); that is dangerous 

and venomous).  

4 So they worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage to) the dragon 

NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); which is an extraordinary and fascinating site) who gave authority 

NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); -privilege of superhuman delegated influence) to the beast NT:2342 

therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous); and they worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-

neh'-o); from NT:4314 like a dog that kisses his master’s hand,) the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-

on); out for destruction), saying, “Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him"  

5 And he was given NT:1325 didomi (did'-o-mee); with power) a mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which 

is the front edge of a weapon) speaking great things NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); that is fearful) and 

blasphemies NT:988 blasphemia (blas-fay-me'-ah); of evil speaking against Yahweh and men), and he 

was given authority NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah);and privilege of superhuman delegated 

influence) to continue NT:4160 poieo (poy-eh'-o);without delay) for forty-two months.  

6 Then he opened his mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); which is the front edge of a weapon) in 

blasphemy NT:988 blasphemia (blas-fay-me'-ah); that is evil speaking) against Yahweh NT:2316 theos 

(theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity), to blaspheme NT:987 blasphemeo (blas-fay-meh'-o); -to vilify, 

defame, and revile) His name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that has Authority and Character), His 



tabernacle NT:4633 skene (skay-nay'); apparently akin to NT:4632; that is a habitation of a wife who 

contributes to the usefulness of her husband), and those who dwell NT:4637 skenoo (skay-no'-o); from 

NT:4636; in a mansion that is a symbol of protection and communion) in heaven.  

7 It was granted to him to make war NT:4171 polemos (pol'-em-os); for a single or series of encounters) 

with the saints NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); that are morally blameless and ceremonially consecrated) 

and to overcome NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); prevailing to the point of victory over) them. And authority 

NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); with privilege of superhuman delegated influence) was given him 

over every tribe NT:5443 phule (foo-lay'); - offshoot of race or clan), tongue NT:1100 glossa (gloce-

sah'); that is naturally acquired language), and nation NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-Jewish).  

8 All who dwell on the earth will worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage 

to) him, whose names have not been written NT:1125 grapho (graf'-o); engraved with description) in 

the Book NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-on); that is a scroll) of Life of the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); 

that is a Lambkin male) slain NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as a butchered animal sacrifice slaughtered 

violently) from the foundation NT:2602 katabole (kat-ab-ol-ay'); or conception) of the world.  

9 If anyone has an ear, let him hear.  

10 He who leads into captivity NT:161 aichmalosia (aheekh-mal-o-see'-ah); from NT:164; as a prisoner 

of war) shall go into captivity NT:5217 > hupago (hoop-ag'-o); as leading himself and sink out of sight); 

he who kills with the sword NT:3162 machaira (makh'-ahee-rah); probably feminine of a presumed 

derivative of NT:3163; by way of a war because of a quarrelsome dispute) must be killed with the 

sword. Here is the patience NT:5281 hupomone (hoop-om-on-ay'); with cheerful endurance) and the 

faith NT:4102 pistis (pis'-tis); by reliance on Yahshua) of the saints NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); that are 

morally blameless and ceremonially consecrated).  

11 Then I saw another NT:243 allos (al'-los); of various traits) beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); 

dangerous and venomous) coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns NT:2768 keras (ker'-as); 

as the hairs on the head in a figurative sense) like a lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a Lambkin 

male) and spoke NT:2980 laleo (lal-eh'-o); as in preaching) like a dragon NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); 

which is an extraordinary and fascinating site).  

12 And he exercises all the authority NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and privilege of superhuman 

delegated influence) of the first beast in his presence and causes NT:4160 poieo (poy-eh'-o);without 

delay) the earth and those who dwell in it to worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); and 

prostrate in homage) the first NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); in order of importance) beast, whose deadly 

wound NT:4127 > plege (play-gay'); of calamity) was healed NT:2323 therapeuo (ther-ap-yoo'-o); with 

relief from being diseased).  

13 He performs great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful) signs NT:4592 semeion (say-mi'-on); of a 

supernatural event), so that he even makes fire NT:4442 pur (poor); that is lightening) come down from 

heaven on the earth in the sight of men.  

14 And he deceives NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by roaming away from the safety of truth of Torah) 

those who dwell on the earth by those signs NT:1325 didomi (did'-o-mee); of power) which he was 

granted to do in the sight of the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); that is dangerous and 

venomous), telling those who dwell on the earth to make an image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from 

NT:1503; into a statue that is a faint copy and resemblance) to the beast who was wounded NT:4127 > 

plege (play-gay'); through calamity) by the sword NT:3162 machaira (makh'-ahee-rah); of judicial 

punishment) and lived.  



15 He was granted power to give breath NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); with a mental disposition) to 

the image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; made into a statue that is a faint copy and 

resemblance) of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak NT:2980 laleo (lal-eh'-o); as 

in preaching) and cause NT:4160 poieo (poy-eh'-o);without delay) as many as would not worship 

NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage to) the image of the beast to be killed.  

16 He causes all, both small and great, rich NT:4145 plousios (ploo'-see-os); from NT:4149; with money 

and possessions) and poor NT:4434 ptochos (pto-khos'); as a beggar or has fallen into that state), free 

NT:1658 eleutheros (el-yoo'-ther-os); who are exempt from obligation, to go at pleasure) and slave, to 

receive a mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-mah); that is an etching or stamp as a badge of servitude 

or figurine) on their right hand NT:1909 epi (ep-ee'); in superimposition of it,) or on their foreheads,  

17 and that no one may NT:1410 dunamai (doo'-nam-ahee);  even as a possibility) buy NT:59 agorazo 

(ag-or-ad'-zo); or go to market) or sell NT:4453 poleo (po-leh'-o); or even barter) except one who has 

the mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-mah); that is an etching or stamp as a badge of servitude and 

figurine) or the name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that has Authority and Character) of the beast 

NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous), or the number NT:706 arithmos (ar-ith-

mos'); that is counted up and equals that) of his name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that has Authority 

and Character).  

18 Here NT:5602 hode (ho'-deh); in this spot or place) is wisdom NT:4678 sophia (sof-ee'-ah); from 

NT:4680; of the highest Spiritual order). Let him who has understanding NT:3563 nous (nooce); with 

intellect from a Divine source) calculate NT:5585 psephizo (psay-fid'-zo); as in using pebbles to 

compute) the number NT:706 arithmos (ar-ith-mos'); that is counted up and equals that) of the beast, 

for it is the number of a man: His number is 666.  

 

Revelation 14 

1 Then I looked, and behold, a Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a male Lambkin) standing on 

Mount NT:3735 oros (or'-os); that rises itself above the plain of) Zion OT:6726 Tsiyown (tsee-yone'); 

the same (regularly) as OT:6725; that is the militant and triumphant capital of Jerusalem), and with 

Him one hundred and forty-four thousand, having His Father's name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); that 

has Authority and Character) written NT:1125 grapho (graf'-o); with an engraved description) on their 

foreheads.  

2 And I heard a voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); articulating a disclosure) from heaven, like the voice of 

many waters NT:5204> hudor (hoo'-dore); as a heavy rain shower), and like the voice of loud NT:3173 

megas (meg'-as); and fearful) thunder NT:1027 bronte (bron-tay'); as a roaring sound). And I heard the 

sound of harpists NT:2789 kitharizo (kith-ar-id'-zo); from NT:2788, and 5603; with religious metrical 

composition from the Hebrew Scriptures) playing their harps.  

3 They sang as it were a new song NT:5603 oide (o-day'); from NT:103, and 5568; of a sacred lyric from 

the book of Psalms) before the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); which is a stately seat of power), 

before the four living creatures, and the elders NT:4245 presbuteros (pres-boo'-ter-os); who are the 

celestial council of the third heavens); and no one could learn NT:3129 manthano (man-than'-o); with 

understanding) that song NT:5603 oide (o-day'); from NT:103, and 5568; that is a sacred lyric from the 

book of Psalms) except the hundred and forty-four thousand who were redeemed NT:59 agorazo (ag-

or-ad'-zo); as purchased) from the earth.  



4 These are the ones who were not defiled NT:3435 moluno (mol-oo'-no); or soiled) with NT:3326 meta 

(met-ah'); being associated or enjoined to the) woman, for they are virgins NT:3933 parthenos (par-

then'-os); an unmarried daughter). These are the ones who follow NT:190 akoloutheo (ak-ol-oo-theh'-

o); as disciples) the Lamb wherever He goes. These were redeemed NT:59 agorazo (ag-or-ad'-zo); as 

purchased) from among men, being first fruits NT:536 aparche (ap-ar-khay'); from a compound of 

NT:575 and NT:756; as rehearsed from the beginning in order of precedence) to Yahweh NT:2316 theos 

(theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity) and to the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a male 

Lambkin).  

5 And in their mouth was found no deceit NT:5579 pseudos (psyoo'-dos); from NT:5574; through lying 

or falsehood), for they are without fault before the throne of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is 

the Supreme Divinity).   

6 Then I saw another angel flying in the midst NT:3321 mesouranema (mes-oo-ran'-ay-mah); of the mid 

sky between the first and second parts) of heaven, having the everlasting gospel NT:2098 euaggelion 

(yoo-ang-ghel'-ee-on); of the good news) to preach to those who dwell on the earth — to every nation 

NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish), tribe NT:5443 phule (foo-lay'); offshoot of 

race or clan), tongue NT:1100 glossa (gloce-sah'); that is naturally acquired language), and people 

NT:2992 laos (lah-os'); of their own populace) —   

7 saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic discourse) with a loud NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and 

fearful) voice, “Fear NT:5399 phobeo (fob-eh'-o); with reverence) Yahweh and give glory NT:1391 doxa 

(dox'-ah); of honor, praise, and worship) to Him, for the hour of His judgment NT:2920 krisis (kree'-

sis); a tribunal of damnation through the Divine Law of Torah) has come; and worship NT:4352 

proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage to) Him who made heaven and earth, the sea and 

springs NT:4077 pege (pay-gay'); probably from NT:4078; that gush up as the source) of water."  

8 And another angel NT:1208 deuteros (dyoo'-ter-os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, place, and 

rank) followed, saying, “Babylon NT:897 Babulon (bab-oo-lone'); of Hebrew origin [OT:894]; a cruel 

and oppressive government that is full of bitterness of wormwood) is fallen, is fallen, that great 

NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and fearful one), because she has made NT:4222 potizo (pot-id'-zo); by 

furnishing the irrigating drink so that) all nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-Jewish) drink 

of the wine NT:3631 oinos (oy'-nos); a primary word (or perhaps of Hebrew origin [OT:3196]); that is 

fermented for intoxication,) of the wrath NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; with fierce 

passionate breathing for the purpose of slaughter) of her fornication NT:4202 porneia (por-ni'-ah); 

from NT:4203; which is an act of harlotry from idolatry which is unlawful lust)."  

9 Then a third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, “If anyone worships NT:4352 proskuneo 

(pros-koo-neh'-o); as to prostrate in homage to) the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous 

and venomous) and his image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; a statue that is a faint copy and 

resemblance), and receives his mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-mah); of an etching or stamp as a 

badge of servitude and figurine) on his forehead or on his hand NT:5495 cheir (khire); which is an 

instrument of power),  

10 he himself shall also drink of the wine of the wrath of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is the 

Supreme Divinity), which is poured out NT:2767 kerannumi (ker-an'-noo-mee); as a mixture of) full 

strength NT:194 akratos (ak'-rat-os); undiluted) into the cup NT:4221 poterion (pot-ay'-ree-on); of fate) 

of His indignation NT:3709 orge (or-gay'); from NT:3713; with violent passion for justifiable 

punishment). He shall be tormented NT:928 basanizo (bas-an-id'-zo from 931); as being vexed) with 

fire and brimstone NT:2303 theion (thi'-on); of flashing sulfur) in the presence of the holy angels and 

in the presence of the Lamb.  



11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever NT:165 aion (ahee-ohn'); in the Messianic period) 

and ever NT:165 aion (ahee-ohn'); in the future); and they have no rest NT:372 anapausis (an-ap'-ow-

sis); from NT:373 anapano (an-ap-ow'-o); from NT:303 and NT:3973; of refreshing) day or night, who 

worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); by prostrating in homage to) the beast NT:2342 therion 

(thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous) and his image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; a 

statue or a faint copy and resemblance), and whoever receives the mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-

mah); an etching or stamp as a badge of servitude and figurine) of his name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-

ah); with Authority)."  

12 Here is the patience NT:5281 hupomone (hoop-om-on-ay'); with cheerful endurance) of the saints 

NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); that are sacred, and ceremonially consecrated,); here are those who keep 

NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); from teros; a watch to guard from loss or injury like a fortress or full military 

lines of apparatus) the commandments NT:1785> entole (en-tol-ay'); of Torah) of Yahweh NT:2316 

theos (theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity)  and the faith NT:4102 pistis (pis'-tis); by reliance on 

and) of Yahshua.  

13 Then I heard a voice from heaven saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic discourse) to me, 

"Write: ‘Blessed NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely, fortunate, and well off) are the dead 

who die NT:599 apothnesko (ap-oth-nace'-ko); off through being slain) in the Master NT:2962 kurios 

(koo'-ree-os); as the Supreme) from now on NT:737 arti (ar'-tee); this hour forward).'" "Yes, NT:3483 

nai (nahee); as a strong affirmation)," says the Spirit NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); that is the Ruach 

HaKodesh, Holy Spirit), “that they may rest NT:373; with refreshment and be exempt) from their labors 

NT:2873 kopos (kop'-os); that causes weariness), and their works NT:2041 ergon (er'-gon); to toil as 

an occupation) follow them."  

14 Then I looked, and behold, a white cloud, and on the cloud sat One like the Son of Man, having on 

His head NT:2776 kephale (kef-al-ay'); that seized and took hold of power) a golden crown NT:4735 

stephanos (stef'-an-os); as a twined wreathe a badge of Royalty), and in His hand a sharp sickle 

NT:1407 drepanon (drep'-an-on); a hooked for harvesting).  

15 And another angel came out of the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); His dwelling place), crying with 

a loud NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and fearful) voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); articulating a disclosure) 

to Him who sat on the cloud, “Thrust in Your sickle and reap, for the time has come for You to reap, 

for the harvest of the earth is ripe NT:3583 xeraino (xay-rah'-ee-no); with maturity)."  

16 So He who sat on the cloud thrust in His sickle NT:1407 drepanon (drep'-an-on); hooked for 

harvesting) on the earth, and the earth was reaped.  

17 Then another angel came out of the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); His dwelling place) which is in 

heaven, he also having a sharp sickle.  

18 And another angel came out from the altar NT:2379 thusiasterion (thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on); a place 

of sacrifice), who had power NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and privilege of superhuman delegated 

influence) over fire, and he cried NT:5455 phoneo (fo-neh'-o); this address and imitation of the other 

Angel) with a loud NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and fearful) cry to him who had the sharp sickle, saying, 

“Thrust in your sharp sickle and gather NT:5166 trugao (troo-gah'-o); the ripe fruit of) the clusters of 

the vine of the earth, for her grapes are fully ripe."  

19 So the angel thrust his sickle into the earth and gathered the vine of the earth and threw NT:906 

ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) it into the great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and fearful) winepress NT:3025 

lenos (lay-nos'); a trough and wine-vat) of the wrath NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; of 



fierce passionate breathing for the purpose of slaughter) of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is 

the Supreme Divinity).  

20 And the winepress NT:3025 lenos (lay-nos'); a trough and wine-vat) was trampled NT:3961 pateo 

(pat-eh'-o); as a pathway) outside NT:1855 exothen (ex'-o-then); from NT:1854; the doors of) the city 

NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls), and blood NT:129 haima (hah'-ee-mah); as juice from grapes) came 

out of the winepress NT:3025 lenos (lay-nos'); that is a trough and wine-vat), up to the horses' bridles 

NT:5468 chalinagogeo (khal-in-ag-ogue-eh'-o); the bit leader), for one thousand six hundred furlongs 

NT:4712 stadion (stad'-ee-on); a fixed measure of a race course of 1,056,002 feet or 200.0004 miles).  

 

Revelation 15 

1 Then I saw another sign NT:4592 semeion (say-mi'-on); of a supernatural event) in heaven, great 

NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful) and marvelous: seven angels having the seven last plagues NT:4127 

> plege (play-gay'); through calamity), for in them the wrath NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from 

NT:2380; of fierce passionate breathing for the purpose of slaughter) of Yahweh is complete NT:5055  

teleo (tel-eh'-o); as a final debt accomplished).  

2 And I saw something like a sea of glass mingled with fire, and those who have the victory NT:3528 

nikao (nik-ah'-o); and prevails to that point) over the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous 

and venomous), over his image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; a statue a faint copy or 

resemblance,) and over his mark and over the number NT:706 arithmos (ar-ith-mos'); that is counted 

up and equals that) of his name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority), standing on the sea of 

glass NT:5193 hualinos (hoo-al'-ee-nos); from NT:5194; as transparent as rain), having harps NT:2789 

kitharizo (kith-ar-id'-zo); from NT:2788, and 5603; of a religious metrical composition from the Hebrew 

Scriptures) of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity).  

3 They sing the song NT:2788, and 5603; a religious metrical composition from the Hebrew Scriptures) 

of Moses, the servant NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who was a voluntary slave of 

subserviency) of Yahweh, and the song NT:5603 oide (o-day'); from NT:103; which is a poetic 

composition of the one of the Hebrew Psalms, Ps 22, Ps 40, Ps 132 ) of the Lamb, saying: "Great and 

marvelous are Your works, Master NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); as the supreme) Yahweh NT:2316 

theos (theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity) Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); all 

ruling and universally sovereign Elohim)! Just NT:1342 dikaios (dik'-ah-yos); from NT:1349; with 

righteous execution) and true NT:228 alethinos (al-ay-thee-nos'); from NT:227; that is not concealing) 

are Your ways, O King NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling Royalty) of the saints NT:1484 ethnos 

(eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish)!   

4 Who shall not fear NT:5399 phobeo (fob-eh'-o); with reverence of) You, O Master NT:2962 kurios 

(koo'-ree-os); as the Supreme), and glorify NT:1392 doxazo (dox-ad'-zo); to esteem and magnify) Your 

name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority)? For You alone are holy NT:3741 hosios (hos'-ee-

os); with pure and undefiled Divine character). For all nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-

Jewish) shall come NT:2240 heko (hay'-ko); to be present) and worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-

neh'-o); by prostrating in homage) before You, For Your judgments NT:1345 dikaioma (dik-ah'-yo-

mah); from NT:1344; of statutory verdicts regarding the innocent) have been manifested."  

5 After these things I looked, and behold, the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); His dwelling place) of 

the tabernacle NT:4633 skene (skay-nay'); apparently akin to NT:4632; a habitation of a wife who 

contributes to the usefulness of her husband) of the testimony NT:3142 marturion (mar-too'-ree-on); 

neuter of a presumed derivative of NT:3144; a judicial witness) in heaven was opened.  



6 And out of the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); His dwelling place) came the seven angels having the 

seven plagues NT:4127 > plege (play-gay'); of calamity), clothed in pure bright NT:2986 lampros (lam-

pros'); from the same as NT:2985; like a magnificent gorgeous flambeau lamp when illuminated) linen 

NT:3043 linon (lee'-non); made from flax), and having their chests girded with golden bands NT:2223 

zone (dzo'-nay); probably akin to the base of NT:2218; a belt as in servitude to the law of Torah).  

7 Then one of the four living creatures gave to the seven angels seven golden bowls NT:5357 phiale 

(fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow cup) full NT:1073 gemo (ghem'-o); swelling outward) of the wrath NT:2372 

thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; by exhibiting fierce passionate breathing for the purpose of 

slaughter) of Yahweh who lives forever and ever.  

8 The temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); His dwelling place) was filled with smoke from the glory of 

Yahweh and from His power NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); that is miraculous), and no one was able 

to enter the temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); His dwelling place) till the seven plagues NT:4127 > plege 

(play-gay'); calamity) of the seven angels were completed NT:5055  teleo (tel-eh'-o); as a final debt 

paid, and had been accomplished).  

 

Revelation 16 

1 Then I heard a loud voice from the temple saying to the seven angels, "Go and pour out the bowls 

NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow cup) of the wrath NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from 

NT:2380; by exhibiting fierce passionate breathing for the purpose of slaughter) of Yahweh on the 

earth."  

2 So the first went and poured out his bowl upon the earth, and a foul and loathsome NT:4190 poneros 

(pon-ay-ros'); evil effect from degeneracy from original virtue) sore NT:1668 helkos (hel'-kos); like an 

ulcer) came upon the men who had the mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-mah); an etching or stamp 

as a badge of servitude and figurine) of the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and 

venomous) and those who worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); by prostrating in 

homage) his image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; a statue or a faint copy and resemblance of 

himself).  

3 Then the second angel poured out his bowl on the sea NT:2281 thalassa (thal'-as-sah); probably 

prolonged from NT:251; that is salted), and it became blood as of a dead man; and every living creature 

in the sea died.  

4 Then the third angel poured out his bowl on the rivers and springs NT:4077 pege (pay-gay'); probably 

from NT:4078; that gush up as the source) of water, and they became blood.  

5 And I heard the angel of the waters saying: "You are righteous, O Yahweh, The One who is and who 

was and who is to be, Because You have judged NT:2919 krino (kree'-no); in a judicial decision for 

punishment) these things.  

6 For they have shed the blood of saints NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); that are sacred, and ceremonially 

consecrated) and prophets NT:4396 prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who are inspired poetic foretellers), And 

You have given them blood to drink. For it is their just due."  

7 And I heard another from the altar NT:2379 thusiasterion (thoo-see-as-tay'-ree-on); a place of 

sacrifice) saying, "Even so, Yahweh Elohim Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); all ruling 

and universally sovereign Elohim), true and righteous NT:1342 dikaios (dik'-ah-yos); from NT:1349; 



with righteous execution) are Your judgments NT:2920 krisis (kree'-sis); - a tribunal of damnation 

through the Divine Law of Torah)."  

8 Then the fourth angel poured out his bowl on the sun NT:2246 helios (hay'-lee-os); from the east), 

and power was given to him to scorch NT:2739 kaumatizo (kow-mat-id'-zo); from NT:2738; by burning 

heat to glow on) men with fire.  

9 And men were scorched with great heat NT:2738 kauma (kow’mah); by burning heat to glow on), and 

they blasphemed NT:987 blasphemeo (blas-fay-meh'-o); to vilify, defame, and revile) the name NT:3686 

onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority) of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); who is the Supreme Divinity)  

who has power over these plagues NT:4127 > plege (play-gay'); caused by calamity); and they did not 

repent NT:3340 metanoeo (met-an-o-eh'-o); to reconsider with a feeling of moral compunction) and 

give Him glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); of honor, praise, and worship).  

10 Then the fifth angel poured out his bowl NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow cup) on the 

throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); a stately seat of power) of the beast, and his kingdom NT:932 

basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); of Royalty) became full of darkness NT:4656 skotoo (skot-o'-o); from NT:4655; 

as to be obscure to the point of blindness); and they gnawed their tongues because of the pain 

NT:4192 ponos (pon'-os); of anguish).  

11 They blasphemed NT:987 blasphemeo (blas-fay-meh'-o); to vilify, defame, and revile) the Yahweh 

of heaven because of their pains NT:4192 ponos (pon'-os); of anguish) and their sores NT:1668 helkos 

(hel'-kos); of ulcers) and did not repent NT:3340 metanoeo (met-an-o-eh'-o); to reconsider with a 

feeling of moral compunction) of their deeds.  

12 Then the sixth angel poured out his bowl NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow cup) on the 

great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); and large) river Euphrates NT:2166 Euphrates (yoo-frat'-ace) OT:6578 

Perath (per-awth'); which breaks forth in rushing and begins in Eastern Turkey), and its water was 

dried up NT:3583 xeraino (xay-rah'-ee-no); from NT:3584; through the scorching of burning heat), so 

that the way NT:3598 hodos (hod-os'); and route) of the kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling 

royalty) from the east might be prepared NT:2090 hetoimazo (het-oy-mad'-zo); from NT:2092; by 

adjusting for readiness).  

13 And I saw three unclean NT:169 akathartos (ak-ath'-ar-tos); impure demonic) spirits like frogs 

coming out of the mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); the front edge of a weapon) of the dragon, out of 

the mouth of the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous), and out of the 

mouth of the false prophet NT:5578 pseudoprophetes (psyoo-dop-rof-ay'-tace); a religious imposter).  

14 For they are spirits of demons NT:1140 daimonion (dahee-mon'-ee-on); who are devil gods), 

performing signs, which go out to the kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling royalty) of the 

earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great day of Yahweh NT:2316 theos 

(theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity) Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); the all ruling and 

universally sovereign Elohim).  

15 "Behold, I am coming as a thief. Blessed NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely, fortunate, 

and well off) is he who watches NT:1127 gregoreuo (gray-gor-yoo'-o); with waking vigilance), and 

keeps NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); from teros; a watch to guard from loss or injury like a fortress or full 

military lines of apparatus) his garments NT:2440 himation (him-at'-ee-on);that are robes), lest he walk 

NT:4043 peripateo (per-ee-pat-eh'-o); as proof of their ability) naked NT:1131 gumnos (goom-nos'); 

with nudeness) and they see his shame NT:808 aschemosune (as-kay-mos-oo'-nay); and indecency)."  

16 And they gathered them together to the place called in Hebrew, Armageddon.   



17 Then the seventh angel poured out his bowl NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow cup) into 

the air, and a loud voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); articulating a disclosure) came out of the temple 

NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); of Yahweh’s dwelling place) of heaven, from the throne NT:2362 thronos 

(thron'-os); a stately seat of power), saying, “It is done NT:1096 ginomai (ghin'-om-ahee); and has been 

completed)!" 

18 And there were noises NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); of a public address) and thundering’s NT:1027 

bronte (bron-tay'); as a roaring sound) and lightnings NT:796 astrape (as-trap-ay'); from NT:797; a 

bright shining glare); and there was a great earthquake, such a mighty and great earthquake as had 

not occurred since men were on the earth.  

19 Now the great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful and large) city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls) 

was divided into three parts NT:3313 meros (mer'-os); as allowances), and the cities NT:4172 polis 

(pol'-is); probably from the same as NT:4171, that bustle with warfare) of the nation’s NT:1484 ethnos 

(eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish) fell. And great Babylon NT:897 Babulon (bab-oo-lone'); of 

Hebrew origin [OT:894]; a cruel and oppressive government that is full of bitterness of wormwood) 

was remembered before Yahweh, to give her the cup NT:4221 poterion (pot-ay'-ree-on); that is a cup 

of fate) of the wine NT:3631 oinos (oy'-nos); a primary word (or perhaps of Hebrew origin [OT:3196]); 

that is fermented for intoxication) of the fierceness NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; by 

exhibiting fierce passionate breathing for the purpose of slaughter) of His wrath NT:3709 orge (or-

gay'); from NT:3713; of violent passion for justifiable punishment).  

20 Then every island fled away, and the mountains were not found.  

21 And great hail from heaven fell upon men, each hailstone about the weight of a talent NT:5006 

talantiaios (tal-an-tee-ah'-yos); weighing 75-110 lbs.). Men blasphemed NT:987 blasphemeo (blas-fay-

meh'-o); to vilify, defame, and revile) Yahweh because of the plague NT:4127 > plege (play-gay'); 

caused by calamity) of the hail, since that plague was exceedingly NT:4970 sphodra (sfod'-rah); of a 

high degree and sorely) great.  

 

Revelation 17 

1 Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow 

cup) came and talked with me, saying to me, "Come, I will show you the judgment NT:2917 krima 

(kree'-mah); a crime of damnation against the Law) of the great harlot NT:4204 porne (por'-nay); a 

female idolater) who sits NT:2521 kathemai (kath'-ay-mahee); from NT:2596; and hemai (to sit; akin to 

the base of NT:1476); as immoveable) on many waters,  

2 with whom the kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling royalty) of the earth committed 

fornication NT:4203; acting as a harlot from idolatry which is unlawful lust), and the inhabitants of the 

earth were made drunk with the wine of her fornication."  

3 So he carried me away in the Spirit into the wilderness NT:2048 eremos (er'-ay-mos); a lonesome, 

desolate, and solitary place,). And I saw a woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); that is a wife) sitting on a 

scarlet beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous) which was full NT:1073 gemo 

(ghem'-o); swelling outward) of names of blasphemy NT:988 blasphemia (blas-fay-me'-ah); evil 

speaking), having seven heads NT:2776 kephale (kef-al-ay'); that seized and took hold of power) and 

ten horns NT:2768 keras (ker'-as); as the hairs on the head in a figurative sense).  

4 The woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); that is a wife) was arrayed in purple NT:4209 porphura (por-

foo'-rah); that is a red-blue color) and scarlet, and adorned NT:5558 chrusoo (khroo-so'-o); as 



ornamentation) with gold and precious stones and pearls, having in her hand a golden cup NT:4221 

poterion (pot-ay'-ree-on); of fate) full of abominations NT:946 bdelugma (bdel'-oog-mah); from NT:948; 

that are detestable acts of idolatry) and the filthiness NT:169 akathartos (ak-ath'-ar-tos); of impure 

demonic lewd acts) of her fornication 4202 porneia (por-ni'-ah); from NT:4203; acting as a harlot from 

adulteress idolatry from unlawful lust).   

5 And on her forehead a name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); from a presumed derivative of the base of 

NT:1097 (compare NT:3685); that derives pleasure of notoriety) was written: MYSTERY NT:3466 

musterion (moos-tay'-ree-on); of silence imposed by initiation into religious rites), BABYLON NT:897 

Babulon (bab-oo-lone'); of Hebrew origin [OT:894]; tyrannical (oppressive, dictatorial, autocratic, 

authoritarian), and full of bitterness of wormwood) THE GREAT NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful), 

THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS NT:4204 porne (por'-nay); that is a female idolater) AND OF THE 

ABOMINATIONS NT:946 bdelugma (bdel'-oog-mah); from NT:948; that are detestable acts of idolatry) 

OF THE EARTH.  

6 I saw the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); a wife), drunk NT:3184 methuo (meth-oo'-o); as 

intoxicated) with the blood of the saints NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); that are sacred, and ceremonially 

consecrated) and with the blood of the martyrs NT:3144 martus (mar'-toos); who are judicial witness) 

of Yahshua. And when I saw her, I marveled NT:2296 thaumazo (thou-mad'-zo); from NT:2295; with a 

strange admiration) with great amazement.  

7 But the angel said to me, "Why did you marvel? I will tell you the mystery NT:3466 musterion (moos-

tay'-ree-on); of silence imposed by initiation into religious rites) of the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-

nay'); a wife) and of the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous) that carries 

NT:941 bastazo (bas-tad'-zo); by declaring and sustaining) her, which has the seven heads NT:2776 

kephale (kef-al-ay'); that seized and took hold of power) and the ten horns NT:2768 keras (ker'-as); as 

the hairs on the head in a figurative sense).  

8 The beast that you saw was NT:2258 en (ane); imperfect of NT:1510; as to be in charge), and is 

NT:2076 esti (es-tee'); remaining) not NT:3756 ou (oo); any longer), and will ascend out of the 

bottomless pit NT:12 abussos (ab'-us-sos); from NT:1 (as a negative particle) and a variation of 

NT:1037; a depthless underworld) and go to perdition NT:684 apoleia (ap-o'-li-a); physical, spiritual, 

and eternal destruction). And those who dwell on the earth will marvel, whose names are not written 

in the Book NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-on); that is a scroll) of Life from the foundation NT:2602 katabole 

(kat-ab-ol-ay'); or conception) of the world, when they see the beast that was NT:2258 en (ane); 

imperfect of NT:1510; as to be in charge), and is NT:2076 esti (es-tee'); remaining) not NT:3756 ou (oo); 

any longer), and yet is NT:3918 pareimi (par'-i-mee); in the present).   

9 "Here NT:5602 hode (ho'-deh); in this spot or place) is the mind NT:3563 nous (nooce); with intellect 

from a Divine source) which has wisdom NT:4678 sophia (sof-ee'-ah); from NT:4680; of the highest 

spiritual order): The seven heads NT:2776 kephale (kef-al-ay'); that seized and took hold of power) are 

seven mountains NT:3735 oros (or'-os); that rises itself above the plain) on which NT:3699 hopou 

(hop'-oo); and wherever) the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); and wife) sits NT:2521 kathemai (kath'-

ay-mahee); from NT:2596; and resides).  

10 There are also seven kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling royalty). Five have fallen, one 

is NT:1510 eimi (i-mee'); in existence), and the other has not yet come. And when he comes, he must 

continue a short time.  



11 The beast that was NT:2258 en (ane); imperfect of NT:1510; as to be in charge) and is not NT:3756 

ou (oo); any longer), is himself also the eighth, and is of the seven, and is going to perdition NT:684 

apoleia (ap-o'-li-a); physical, spiritual, and eternal destruction).  

12 "The ten horns which you saw are ten kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling royalty) who 

have received no kingdom NT:932 basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); of Royalty) as yet, but they receive authority 

NT:1849  exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); and privilege of superhuman delegated influence) for one hour 

NT:5610 hora (ho'-rah); in an instant) as kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); ; of ruling royalty) with 

the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous).  

13 These are of one mind NT:1106 gnome (gno'-may); in opinion and purpose), and they will give their 

power and authority NT:1849 exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); of delegated influence) to the beast.  

14 These will make war with the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); that is a male Lambkin), and the 

Lamb will overcome them, for He is Master NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); as the Supreme)  of masters 

NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); as lesser supreme’s) and King NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of ruling 

royalty) of kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of lesser ruling royalty); and those who are with Him 

are called NT:2822 kletos (klay-tos'); by appointed invitation to be a Saint), chosen NT:1588 eklektos 

(ek-lek-tos'); selected as elected favorite), and faithful NT:4103 pistos (pis-tos'); and trustworthy)."  

15 Then he said to me, “The waters which you saw, where the harlot NT:4204 porne (por'-nay); a female 

idolater) sits NT:2521 kathemai (kath'-ay-mahee); from NT:2596; and resides), are peoples NT:2992 

laos (lah-os'); of their own populace), multitudes, nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-

Jewish), and tongues NT:1100 glossa (gloce-sah'); that were a naturally acquired language).  

16 And the ten horns which you saw on the beast, these will hate NT:3404 miseo (mis-eh'-o); to detest 

to the point of persecuting) the harlot NT:4204 porne (por'-nay); a female idolater), make her desolate 

NT:2049 eremoo (er-ay-mo'-o); as to lay waste) and naked, eat her flesh NT:4561 sarx (sarx); as 

stripped off the skin) and burn NT:2618 katakaio (kat-ak-ah'-ee-o); from NT:2596 and NT:2545; 

completely to the ground all of) her with fire.  

17 For Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity) has put it into their hearts to fulfill 

NT:1106 gnome (gno'-may); the judicial resolve as) His purpose, to be of one mind, and to give their 

kingdom to the beast, until the words of Yahweh are fulfilled NT:5055  teleo (tel-eh'-o); as a final debt 

paid was accomplished).  

18 And the woman NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); and wife) whom you saw is that great NT:3173 megas 

(meg'-as); fearful) city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls) which reigns NT:932 basileia (bas-il-i'-ah); of 

Royalty) over the kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); of lesser ruling royalty) of the earth."  

 

Revelation 18 

1 After these things I saw another angel coming down from heaven, having great authority NT:1849  

exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); of force and competency through delegated influence), and the earth was 

illuminated NT:5461 photizo (fo-tid'-zo); with rays of brilliant light) with his glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-

ah); of honor, praise, and worship).  

2 And he cried NT:2896 krazo (krad'-zo); out with a screaming exclamation) mightily NT:2478 ischuros 

(is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; -forcibly, boisterously, and valiantly) with a loud voice NT:5456 phone 

(fo-nay'); a public address), saying, “Babylon NT:897 Babulon (bab-oo-lone'); of Hebrew origin 

[OT:894]; tyrannical and full of bitterness of wormwood) the great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); fearful 



and strong) is fallen, is fallen, and has become a dwelling place of demons NT:1140 daimonion (dahee-

mon'-ee-on); who are devil gods), a prison for every foul NT:169 akathartos (ak-ath'-ar-tos); impure 

demonic lewd acting) spirit, and a cage NT:5438 phulake (foo-lak-ay'); from NT:5442; used for isolation 

as a guard for observation and) for every unclean and hated NT:3404 miseo (mis-eh'-o); a persecuting) 

bird NT:3732 orneon (or'-neh-on); neuter of a presumed derivative of NT:3733; that fly’s about)!  

3 For all the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are foreign pagan and non-Jewish) have drunk of 

the wine NT:3631 oinos (oy'-nos); a primary word (or perhaps of Hebrew origin [OT:3196]); that is 

fermented for intoxication) of the wrath NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; for the purpose 

of a sacrifice because) of her fornication 4202 porneia (por-ni'-ah); from NT:4203; who acts as a harlot 

from adulteress idolatry from unlawful lust with), the kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); who are of 

lesser ruling royalty) of the earth have committed fornication NT:4203 porneuo (porn-yoo'-o); of 

unlawful sex through idolatry) with her, and the merchants NT:1713 emporos (em'-por-os); from 

NT:1722 and the base of NT:4198; who are wholesalers that travel throughout all) of the earth have 

become rich through the abundance NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); of its miraculous power) of her 

luxury NT:4764 strenos (stray'-nos); through voluptuous strength)."  

4 And I heard another voice from heaven saying, “Come out of her, my people, lest you share NT:4790 

sugkoinoneo (soong-koy-no-neh'-o); as co-participants because of your fellowship) in her sins NT:264 

hamartano (ham-ar-tan'-o); that causes you to miss the mark and not share in the prize), and lest you 

receive of her plagues NT:4127 > plege (play-gay');caused by calamity).  

5 For her sins NT:3421mnemoneuo (mnay-mon-yoo'-o);  with its assigned punishment) have reached 

NT:2852> kollao (kol-lah'-o); as sticking glue up) to heaven, and Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the 

Supreme Divinity) has remembered NT:3421 mnemoneuo (mnay-mon-yoo'-o); through the memory of 

these rehearsals of) her iniquities NT:91 adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o); from NT:94; which were unjust, 

actively, immoral socially, or in a physical way offensive).  

6 Render NT:591 apodidomi (ap-od-eed'-o-mee); as a reward) to her just as she rendered to you and 

repay her double according to her works; in the cup NT:4221 poterion (pot-ay'-ree-on); of fate that its 

contents are a drought) which she has mixed NT:2767 kerannumi (ker-an'-noo-mee); for pouring a 

mingled drink and), mix double for her.  

7 In the measure NT:3745 hosos (hos'-os); of greatness) that she glorified NT:1392 doxazo (dox-ad'-

zo); of esteeming and magnifying) herself and lived luxuriously NT:4763 streniao (stray-nee-ah'-o); 

from a presumed derivative of NT:4764; in her strength), in the same measure give her torment and 

sorrow; for she says in her heart NT:2588 kardia (kar-dee'-ah); where the thoughts and feelings reside), 

'I sit as queen NT:938 basilissa (bas-il'-is-sah); feminine from NT:936; to rule), and am no widow  

NT:5503 chera (khay'-rah); as being deficient in lacking a husband), and will not see sorrow.'  

8 Therefore her plagues will come in one day — death and mourning and famine NT:3042 limos (lee-

mos'); in destitution). And she will be utterly burned NT:2618 katakaio (kat-ak-ah'-ee-o); from NT:2596 

and NT:2545; completely to the ground) with fire, for strong NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from 

NT:2479; forcible, boisterous, and valiant) is the Master NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); the supreme) 

Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity) who judges NT:2919 krino (kree'-no); with a 

judicial decision for punishment of) her.  

9 "The kings of the earth who committed fornication NT:4203 porneuo (porn-yoo'-o); of unlawful sex 

through idolatry) and lived luxuriously NT:4763 streniao (stray-nee-ah'-o); from a presumed derivative 

of NT:4764; in her strength) with her will weep NT:2799 klaio (klah'-yo); with loud wailing) and lament 



NT:2875 kopto (kop'-to); with beating their breast in grief) for her, when they see the smoke of her 

burning,  

10 standing at a distance for fear of her torment, saying, ‘Alas NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!), 

alas NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!), that great city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls of) 

Babylon NT:897 Babulon (bab-oo-lone'); of Hebrew origin [OT:894]; tyrannical and full of bitterness of 

wormwood), that mighty city NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; that has great force)! For 

in one hour your judgment NT:2920 krisis (kree'-sis); of a tribunal of damnation through the Divine 

Law of Torah) has come.'  

11 "And the merchants NT:1713 emporos (em'-por-os); from NT:1722 and the base of NT:4198; who 

are wholesalers that travel throughout all) of the earth will weep and mourn over her, for no one buys 

their merchandise NT:1117 gomos (gom'-os); of cargo and wares) anymore:  

12 merchandise of gold NT:5557 chrusos (khroo-sos'); ornaments and coins) and silver NT:693 

argureos (ar-goo'-reh-os); from NT:696; that include currency), precious stones and pearls NT:3135 

margarites (mar-gar-ee'-tace); from oysters), fine linen and purple, silk and scarlet, every kind of citron 

wood NT:2367 thuinos (thoo'-ee-nos); from a fragrant tree), every kind of object of ivory NT:1661 

elephantinos (el-ef-an'-tee-nos); from the elephant) , every kind of object of most precious wood, 

bronze, iron, and marble;  

13 and cinnamon and incense NT:2368 thumiama (thoo-mee'-am-ah); for religious service), fragrant 

oil NT:3464 muron (moo'-ron); of myrrh) and frankincense, wine and oil NT:1637 elaion (el'-ah-yon); of 

the olives), fine flour and wheat, cattle and sheep, horses and chariots, and bodies and souls NT:5590 

psuche (psoo-khay'); which is the mind and will) of men.  

14 The fruit that your soul longed for NT:1939 epithumia (ep-ee-thoo-mee'-ah); in lusted for what is 

forbidden) has gone from you, and all the things which are rich NT:3045 liparos (lip-ar-os'); with 

sumptuousness) and splendid have gone NT:622 > apollumi (ap-ol'-loo-mee); and been destroyed) 

from you, and you shall find them no more at all.  

15 The merchants NT:1713 emporos (em'-por-os); from NT:1722 and the base of NT:4198; who are 

wholesalers) of these things, who became rich by her, will stand at a distance for fear NT:5401 phobos 

(fob'-os); and terror) of her torment, weeping and wailing,  

16 and saying, 'Alas NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!), alas NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last 

grief!), that great city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls) that was clothed in fine linen, purple, and 

scarlet, and adorned with gold NT:5553 chrusion (khroo-see'-on); plated ornaments) and precious 

stones and pearls!  

17 For in one hour such great riches came to nothing NT:2049 eremoo (er-ay-mo'-o); as to lay waste).' 

Every shipmaster, all who travel by ship, sailors, and as many as trade on the sea, stood at a distance 

NT:3113 makrothen (mak-roth'-en); adverb from NT:3117; a long way off) 

18 and cried out when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, ‘What is like this great NT:3173 

megas (meg'-as); fearful and strong) city NT:4172 polis (pol'-is); with walls)?'  

19 "They threw dust on their heads and cried out, weeping and wailing, and saying, 'Alas NT:3759 ouai 

(oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!), alas NT:3759 ouai (oo-ah'-ee); at last grief!), that great city, in which all who 

had ships on the sea became rich by her wealth NT:5094 timiotes (tim-ee-ot'-ace); of expensive 

costliness)! For in one hour she is made desolate NT:2049 eremoo (er-ay-mo'-o); in laying waste).'  



20 "Rejoice NT:2165 euphraino (yoo-frah'-ee-no); from NT:2095; well done be of good frame of mind) 

over her, O heaven, and you holy NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); who that are sacred, and ceremonially 

consecrated) apostles NT:652 apostolos (ap-os'-tol-os); that are ambassadors of the Gospel with 

miraculous powers) and prophets NT:4396 prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who are inspired foretellers), for 

Yahweh has avenged NT:2917 krima (kree'-mah); from NT:2919; by going to Law to judicially decide 

punishment for) you on her!"  

21 Then a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone and threw NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with 

violence) it into the sea, saying, “Thus with violence NT:3731 hormema (hor'-may-mah); with 

suddenness of an attack) the great city Babylon NT:897 Babulon (bab-oo-lone'); of Hebrew origin 

[OT:894]; tyrannical and full of bitterness of wormwood) shall be thrown down, and shall not be found 

anymore.  

22 The sound of harpists NT:2790 kitharoidos (kith-ar-o'-dos); who is a lyre singer), musicians, flutists, 

and trumpeters shall not be heard in you anymore. No craftsman NT:507 technites (tekh-nee'-tace); 

and artisan) of any craft NT:5078 techne (tekh'-nay); of trade or artwork) shall be found in you anymore, 

and the sound of a millstone NT:3458 mulos (moo'-los); that grinds in hardship) shall not be heard in 

you anymore.  

23 The light of a lamp shall not shine in you anymore, and the voice of bridegroom and bride NT:3565 

numphe (noom-fay'); who is a betrothed girl) shall not be heard in you anymore. For your merchants 

NT:1713 emporos (em'-por-os); from NT:1722 and the base of NT:4198; who are wholesaler traders) 

were the great men NT:3175 megistanes (meg-is-tan'-es); were the grandest masters) of the earth, for 

by your sorcery NT:5331 pharmakeia (far-mak-i'-ah); from NT:5332; pharmaceutical drugs of spell 

giving potions by witchcraft) all the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish) 

were deceived NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by roaming away from the safety of truth of Torah).  

24 And in NT:1722 en (en); and because of) her was found the blood of prophets and saints, and of all 

who were slain NT:4969 sphazo (sfad'-zo); as a butchered animal sacrifice slaughtered violently) on 

the earth."  

 

Revelation 19 

1 After these things I heard a loud voice of a great multitude NT:3793 ochlos (okh'los); and class of 

people) in heaven, saying, "Alleluia NT:239 allelouia (al-lay-loo'-ee-ah); praise be to Yah)! Salvation 

NT:4991 soteria (so-tay-ree'-ah); feminine of a derivative of NT:4990; the deliverer Messiah) and glory 

NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); praise, and worship) and honor and power NT:1411 dunamis (doo'-nam-is); 

and its miraculous power) belong to the Master our Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme 

Divinity)!  

2 For true and righteous NT:1342 dikaios (dik'-ah-yos); from NT:1349; with righteous execution) are 

His judgments NT:2920 krisis (kree'-sis); of a tribunal of damnation that comes from the Divine Law of 

Torah), because He has judged NT:2919 krino (kree'-no); in a judicial decision for punishment) the 

great harlot NT:4204 porne (por'-nay); a female idolater) who corrupted NT:5351phtheiro (fthi'-ro); with 

spoiling through depraved immoral influences) the earth with her fornication 4202 porneia (por-ni'-

ah); from NT:4203; by acting as a harlot with adulteress idolatry from unlawful lust); and He has 

avenged NT:1556 ekdikeo (ek-dik-eh'-o); from NT:1558; by carrying out justice with retaliation) on her 

the blood of His servants NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who were voluntary slaves of 

subserviency) shed by her."  



3 Again they said, "Alleluia NT:239 allelouia (al-lay-loo'-ee-ah); praise be to Yah)! Her smoke rises up 

forever and ever!"  

4 And the twenty-four elders NT:4245 presbuteros (pres-boo'-ter-os); who are the celestial council of 

the third heavens) and the four living creatures fell down and worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-

koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage) Yahweh who sat NT:2521 kathemai (kath'-ay-mahee); from 

NT:2596; and resides) on the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); a stately seat of power), saying, 

“Amen NT:281 amen (am-ane'); so be it)! Alleluia NT:239 allelouia (al-lay-loo'-ee-ah); praise be to Yah)!"  

5 Then a voice came from the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); the stately seat of power), saying, 

“Praise our Yahweh all you His servants NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who were voluntary 

slaves of subserviency) and those who fear NT:5399 phobeo (fob-eh'-o); with reverence) Him, both 

small NT:3397 mikron (mik-ron'); masculine or neuter singular of NT:3398; in dignity) and great 

NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); [including the prolonged forms, feminine megale, plural megaloi, etc.; 

compare also NT:3176; in being fearfully strong to a high degree)!"  

6 And I heard, as it were, the voice of a great multitude NT:3793 ochlos (okh'los); of a class of people), 

as the sound of many waters NT:5204> hudor (hoo'-dore); as a heavy rain shower) and as the sound 

of mighty NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; with great force of) thundering’s, saying, 

"Alleluia NT:239 allelouia (al-lay-loo'-ee-ah); praise be to Yah)! For the Master Yahweh Omnipotent 

NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); the all ruling and universally sovereign Elohim) reigns NT:936 

basileuo (bas-il-yoo'-o); from NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); as the foundational sovereign King)!  

7 Let us be glad NT:5463 chairo (khah'-ee-ro); with cheers of happiness) and rejoice NT:21 agalliao 

(ag-al-lee-ah'-o); with jumping for joy) and give Him glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); of praise, and 

worship), for the marriage NT:1062 gamos (gam'-os); and wedding) of the Lamb NT:721 arnion (ar-

nee'-on); who is a male Lambkin) has come, and His wife NT:1135 gune (goo-nay'); probably from the 

base of NT:1096; who is now a wife that came into being) has made herself ready NT:2090 hetoimazo 

(het-oy-mad'-zo); from NT:2092; by adjusting herself in preparation)."  

8 And to her it was granted to be arrayed in fine linen, clean and bright, for the fine linen is the 

righteous NT:1345 dikaioma (dik-ah'-yo-mah); from NT:1344; statutory judgments regarding the 

innocent) acts of the saints.  

9 Then he said to me, "Write: ‘Blessed NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely fortunate, and 

well off) are those who are called to the marriage supper NT:1173 deipnon (dipe'-non); an evening 

Feast meal) of the Lamb!'" And he said to me, “These are the true sayings of Yahweh."  

10 And I fell at his feet to worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); by prostrating in homage of) 

him. But he said to me, “See that you do not do that! I am your fellow servant NT:4889 sundoulos 

(soon'-doo-los); a co-slave), and of your brethren NT:80 adelphos (ad-el-fos'); who came from the 

same womb) who have the testimony NT:3141 marturia (mar-too-ree'-ah); from NT:3144; which is a 

judicial witness) of Yahshua. Worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); to prostrate in homage 

of) Yahweh! For the testimony of Yahshua is the spirit of prophecy."  

11 Now I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse. And He who sat on him was called Faithful 

NT:4103 pistos (pis-tos'); and trustworthy) and True, and in righteousness NT:1343 dikaiosune (dik-

ah-yos-oo'-nay); of equity of character) He judges NT:2919 krino (kree'-no); in a judicial decision for 

punishment) and makes war.  

12 His eyes were like a flame of fire, and on His head were many crowns. He had a name NT:3686 

onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority) written that no one knew except Himself.  



13 He was clothed with a robe dipped NT:911 bapto (bap'-to); wholly as stained) in blood, and His 

name is called The Word NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; a Divine expression of Messiah) of Yahweh 

NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity).  

14 And the armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on white horses.  

15 Now out of His mouth NT:4750 stoma (stom'-a); the front edge of a weapon) goes a sharp sword 

NT:4501 rhomphaia (hrom-fah'-yah); like a sabre), that with it He should strike NT:3960 patasso (pat-

as'-so); with fatality) the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are non-Jewish). And He Himself will 

rule NT:4165 poimaino (poy-mah'-ee-no); as a tending Shepard) them with a rod NT:4464 rhabdos 

(hrab'-dos); a baton of Royalty) of iron. He Himself treads the winepress NT:3025 lenos (lay-nos'); a 

trough and wine-vat) of the fierceness NT:2372 thumos (thoo-mos'); from NT:2380; for the purpose of 

a sacrifice) and wrath NT:3709 orge (or-gay'); from NT:3713; of violent passion for justifiable 

punishment) of Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator (pan-tok-rat'-ore); the all ruling and universally 

sovereign Elohim) Yahweh.  

16 And He has on His robe and on His thigh a name written: KING NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); the 

foundational sovereign) OF KINGS AND MASTER NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); as the supreme) OF 

MASTERS.  

17 Then I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a loud voice NT:5456 phone (fo-nay'); 

with a public address), saying to all the birds that fly in the midst NT:3321 mesouranema (mes-oo-ran'-

ay-mah); in the air mid sky) of heaven, “Come and gather together NT:4863 sunago (soon-ag'-o); and 

convene for the hospitality of entertainment) for the supper NT:1173 deipnon (dipe'-non); of the 

evening Feast meal) of the great Yahweh,   

18 that you may eat the flesh NT:4561 sarx (sarx); stripped off the skin) of kings, the flesh of captains 

NT:5506 chiliarchos (khil-ee'-ar-khos); that commanded a thousand soldiers), the flesh of mighty 

NT:2478 ischuros (is-khoo-ros'); from NT:2479; great and forcible) men, the flesh of horses and of 

those who sit on them, and the flesh of all people, free NT:1658 eleutheros (el-yoo'-ther-os); exempt 

from obligation, and could go at pleasure) and slave NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who 

were in subserviency), both small NT:3398; in dignity) and great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); [including 

the prolonged forms, feminine megale, plural megaloi, etc.; compare also NT:3176; - fearfully strong 

to a high degree)."  

19 And I saw the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); dangerous and venomous), the kings of the 

earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against Him who sat on the horse and against 

His army.  

20 Then the beast was captured NT:4084 piazo (pee-ad'-zo); with an official arrest), and with him the 

false prophet NT:5578 pseudoprophetes (psyoo-dop-rof-ay'-tace); a religious imposter) who worked 

signs in his presence, by which he deceived NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by roaming away from the 

safety of truth of Torah) those who received the mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-mah); of an etching, 

stamp as a badge of servitude or figurine) of the beast and those who worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo 

(pros-koo-neh'-o); by prostrating in homage to) his image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; that 

was a statue, or a faint copy and resemblance of himself). These two were cast NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); 

with violence) alive into the lake NT:3041 limne (lim'-nay); like a large or small pond) of fire burning 

with brimstone NT:2303 theion (thi'-on); of flashing sulfur).  

21 And the rest NT:3062 loipoy (loy-poy'); masculine plural of a derivative of NT:3007; of the remaining 

ones left behind) were killed NT:615 apokteino (ap-ok-ti'-no); by being put to death) with the sword 



which proceeded from the mouth of Him who sat on the horse. And all the birds were filled NT:5526 

chortazo (khor-tad'-zo); and gorged with the abundant satisfaction) with their flesh.  

 

Revelation 20 

1 Then I saw an angel coming down from heaven, having the key to the bottomless pit NT:12 abussos 

(ab'-us-sos); from NT:1 (as a negative particle) and a variation of NT:1037; a depthless underworld) 

and a great chain NT:254 halusis (hal'-oo-sis); as a shackle) in his hand.  

2 He laid hold NT:2902 krateo (krat-eh'-o); from NT:2904; by seizing with vigorous strength) of the 

dragon NT:1404 drakon (drak'-own); an extraordinary and fascinating site), that serpent NT:3789 ophis 

(of'-is); sly, cunning, and is artfully malicious from the time) of old, who is the Devil and Satan, and 

bound him for a thousand years;  

3 and he cast NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and 

set a seal NT:4972 sphragizo (sfrag-id'-zo); from NT:4973; for security and preserving) on him, so that 

he should deceive NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by causing the roaming away from the safety of truth 

of Torah of) the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish) no more till the 

thousand years were finished. But after these things he must be released for a little while.  

4 And I saw thrones NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); the stately seat of power), and they sat on them, and 

judgment NT:2917 krima (kree'-mah); from NT:2919; by using the Law to judicially decide punishment) 

was committed to them. Then I saw the souls NT:5590 psuche (psoo-khay'); who are now immortal) of 

those who had been beheaded for their witness NT:3141 marturia (mar-too-ree'-ah); from NT:3144; 

which is a judicial testimony) to Yahshua and for the word NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; a Divine 

expression of Messiah) of Yahweh, who had not worshiped NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); by 

prostrating in homage to) the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); that was dangerous and 

venomous) or his image NT:1504eikon (i-kone'); from NT:1503; that was a statue, or a faint copy and 

resemblance of himself), and had not received his mark NT:5480 charagma (khar'-ag-mah); by getting 

an etching, stamp as a badge of servitude, or figurine) on their foreheads or on NT:1909 epi (ep-ee'); 

in superimposition of) their hands. And they lived and reigned NT:936 basileuo (bas-il-yoo'-o); from 

NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); as the foundational sovereign Kings) with Messiah NT:5547 from NT: 

5548; who was the anointed one smeared with oil to a consecrated office for religious service) for a 

thousand years.  

5 But the rest NT:3062 loipoy (loy-poy'); masculine plural of a derivative of NT:3007; of the remaining) 

of the dead did not live again until the thousand years were finished. This is the first NT:4413 protos 

(pro'-tos); in order of importance) resurrection NT:386 anastasis (an-as'-tas-is); as to stand up again 

from death).  

6 Blessed NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely fortunate, and well off) and holy NT:40 hagios 

(hag'-ee-os); who are sacred, and ceremonially consecrated) is he who has part NT:3313 meros (mer'-

os); and allotment) in the first NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); in order of importance) resurrection NT:386 

anastasis (an-as'-tas-is); as to stand up again from death). Over such the second NT:1208 deuteros 

(dyoo'-ter-os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, place, and rank,) death has no power NT:1849 

exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); or influence), but they shall be priests NT:2409 hiereus (hee-er-yooce'); of a 

high order (Melchizedekian)) of Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity) and of 

Messiah NT:5547 from NT: 5548; who was the anointed one smeared with oil to a consecrated office 

for religious service) and shall reign NT:936 basileuo (bas-il-yoo'-o); from NT:935 basileus (bas-il-

yooce’); as the foundational sovereign Kings) with Him a thousand years.  



7 Now when the thousand years have expired NT:5055 teleo (tel-eh'-o); from NT:5056; by reason of a 

prophetic limit), Satan NT:4567 Satanas (sat-an-as'); the accuser) will be released from his prison 

NT:5438 phulake (foo-lak-ay'); from NT:5442; used for isolation as a guard for observation)   

8 and will go out to deceive NT:4105 planao (plan-ah'-o); by causing to roam away from the safety of 

truth of Torah of) the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that are pagan and non-Jewish) which are in 

the four corners of the earth, Gog NT:1136 Gog (gogue); of Hebrew origin [OT:1463]; which is the name 

of a future anti-messiah from a northern country) and Magog NT:3098 Magog (mag-ogue'); of Hebrew 

origin [OT:4031]; which is an anti- Hebraic Faith party (of a barbarous nation in the northern region 

who could descend from Japheth), to gather them together to battle, whose number is as the sand 

NT:285 ammos (am'-mos); as heaped up on the beach) of the sea.  

9 They went up on the breadth of the earth and surrounded the camp of the saints NT:40 hagios (hag'-

ee-os); who are sacred, and ceremonially consecrated) and the beloved city. And fire came down from 

Yahweh out of heaven and devoured them.  

10 The devil NT:1228 diabolos (dee-ab'-ol-os); the false accuser), who deceived NT:4105 planao (plan-

ah'-o); by causing them to roam away from the safety of truth of Torah of) them, was cast NT:906 ballo 

(bal'-lo); with violence) into the lake NT:3041 limne (lim'-nay); like a large or small pond) of fire and 

brimstone NT:2303 theion (thi'-on); of flashing sulfur) where NT:3699 hopou (hop'-oo); and whichever 

spot) the beast NT:2342 therion (thay-ree'-on); that dangerous and venomous system) and the false 

prophet NT:5578 pseudoprophetes (psyoo-dop-rof-ay'-tace); a religious imposter) are 165 aion (ahee-

ohn'); from that time forward). And he NT:3588 ho (ho); this one) will be tormented NT:928 basanizo 

(bas-an-id'-zo); from NT:931; by going to the bottom) day and night forever 165 aion (ahee-ohn'); from 

that time forward) and ever.  

11 Then I saw a great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); [including the prolonged forms, feminine megale, 

plural megaloi, etc.; compare also NT:3176; exceedingly large and of years a) white throne NT:2362 

thronos (thron'-os); the stately seat of power) and Him who sat on it, from whose face the earth and 

the heaven fled away NT:5343 pheugo (fyoo'-go); to vanish out of site). And there was found no place 

for them.  

12 And I saw the dead, small NT:3398; in dignity) and great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); [including the 

prolonged forms, feminine megale, plural megaloi, etc.; compare also NT:3176; that were fearfully 

strong to a high degree), standing before the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); the stately seat of 

power of the Potentate who Rules), and books NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-on); a rolled up scroll opened 

like a sheet) were opened. And another book was opened, which is the Book of Life. And the dead 

were judged NT:2919; by using the Law to judicially decide punishment) according to their works 

NT:2041 ergon (er'-gon); that are deeds done), by the things which were written NT:1125 grapho (graf'-

o); of the deeds with description) in the books.  

13 The sea gave up the dead NT:3498 nekros (nek-ros'); corpses) who were in it, and Death and Hades 

delivered up the dead NT:3498 nekros (nek-ros'); corpses) who were in them. And they were judged, 

each one according to his works.  

14 Then Death NT:2288 thanatos (than'-at-os); from NT:2348; that was assigned to them) and Hades 

NT:86 haides (hah'-dace); the grave of departed souls) were cast NT:906 ballo (bal'-lo); with violence) 

into the lake of fire. This is NT:2076 esti (es-tee'); and consist of the meaning of) the second NT:1208 

deuteros (dyoo'-ter-os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, place, and rank of) death NT:2288 thanatos 

(than'-at-os); from NT:2348; that was assigned to them).   



15 And anyone not found written NT:1125 grapho (graf'-o); with their deeds and description) in the 

Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire.  

 

Revelation 21 

1 Now I saw a new NT:2537 kainos (kahee-nos'); (fresh) heaven and a new earth, for the first NT:4413 

protos (pro'-tos); former) heaven and the first NT:4413 protos (pro'-tos); former) earth had passed 

away. Also, there was no more sea NT:2281 thalassa (thal'-as-sah); that is salted).  

2 Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from Yahweh, prepared 

as NT:5613 hos (hoce); likened to) a bride NT:3565 numphe (noom-fay'); who is a betrothed girl) 

adorned NT:2885 kosmeo (kos-meh'-o); as to put in order with decorations) for her husband.  

3 And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying NT:3004 lego (leg'-o); in a systematic expression), 

"Behold NT:2400 idou (id-oo'); look and see!), the tabernacle NT:4633 skene (skay-nay'); apparently 

akin to NT:4632; that is a habitation for a wife who contributes to the usefulness of her husband) of 

Yahweh is with men, and He will dwell NT:4637 skenoo (skay-no'-o); from NT:4636; in a mansion as in 

days of old) with them, and they shall be His people. Yahweh Himself will be with them and be their 

Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity).  

4 And Yahweh will wipe away NT:1813 exaleipho (ex-al-i'-fo); from NT:1537 and NT:218; and obliterate 

the sins that causes) every tear from their eyes; there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying. 

There shall be no more pain, for the former things have passed away."  

5 Then He who sat on the throne said, “Behold, I make all things new NT:2537 kainos (kahee-nos'); 

and fresh)." And He said to me, "Write, for these words NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; a Divine 

expression of Messiah) are true and faithful."  

6 And He said to me, “It is done NT:1096; and has come into being and fulfilled)! I am the Alpha NT:255 

a Alpha (al'-fah); of every kind of Divine and demonic power that existed) and the Omega NT:5598 

omega (o'-meg-ah); which is the finality of it), the Beginning NT:746 arche (ar-khay'); as the 

commencement and Chief) and the End NT:5056 telos (tel'-os); as the prophetic conclusion). I will give 

of the fountain NT:4077 pege (pay-gay'); probably from NT:4078; that gushes up as the source) of the 

water of life freely NT:1432 dorean (do-reh-an'); accusative case of NT:1431; as a gift) to him who 

thirsts.  

7 He who overcomes NT:3528 nikao (nik-ah'-o); and prevails to the point of victory) shall inherit all 

things, and I will be his Yahweh and he shall be My son.  

8 But the cowardly NT:1169 deilos (di-los'); who are faithless and timid), unbelieving NT:571 apistos 

(ap'-is-tos); who is actively disbelieving like a heathen), abominable NT:948; that are detestable acts 

of idolatry), murderers NT:5406 phoneus (fon-yooce'); as intentional homicidal acts), sexually immoral 

NT:4205 pornos (por'-nos); from pernemi (to sell; akin to the base of NT:4097); who are male 

prostitutes who traffic as merchandise into slavery of it), sorcerers NT:5332; of pharmaceutical drugs 

and spell giving potions with witchcraft), idolaters NT:1496 eidololatres (i-do-lol-at'-race); who worship 

and image of a heathen god), and all liars NT:5571 pseudes (psyoo-dace'); from NT:5574; who indulge 

in an attempt to deceive through untruths) shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and 

brimstone NT:2303 theion (thi'-on); of flashing sulfur), which is the second NT:1208 deuteros (dyoo'-

ter-os); as the compare of NT:1417; in time, place, and rank of) death NT:2288 thanatos (than'-at-os); 

from NT:2348; that was assigned to them)."  



9 Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls NT:5357 phiale (fee-al'-ay); a broad shallow 

cup) filled with the seven last plagues NT:4127 > plege (play-gay');caused by calamity) came to me 

and talked with me, saying, "Come, I will show NT:1166 deiknuo (dike-noo'-o); the meaning to) you the 

bride NT:3565 numphe (noom-fay'); who was a betrothed veiled girl who is now a young married 

woman), the Lamb's NT:721 arnion (ar-nee'-on); as the Lambkin males) wife."   

10 And he carried me away in the Spirit NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); of the Ruach HaKodesh,) to a 

great NT:3173 megas (meg'-as); [including the prolonged forms, feminine megale, plural megaloi, etc.; 

compare also NT:3176; exceedingly large) and high NT:5308 hupselos (hoop-say-los'); from NT:5311; 

in elevation of a) mountain, and showed NT:1166 deiknuo (dike-noo'-o); the meaning to) me the great 

city, the holy NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); sacred, and ceremonially consecrated) Jerusalem NT:2419 

Hierousalem (hee-er-oo-sal-ame'); which is the capital), descending out of heaven from Yahweh,  

11 having the glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); of praise, and worship) of Yahweh. Her light NT:5458 

phoster (foce-tare'); of luminescence) was like a most precious NT:5093 timios (tim'-ee-os); honored 

and valuable) stone, like a jasper stone, clear as crystal.  

12 Also she had a great and high wall with twelve gates NT:4440 pulon (poo-lone'); from NT:4439; a 

winged folding entrance to the city), and twelve angels NT:32 aggelos (ang'-el-os); who bring tidings) 

at the gates, and names NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority) written NT:1924 epigrapho (ep-

ee-graf'-o); as an inscription) on them, which are the names of the twelve tribes NT:5443 phule (foo-

lay'); who are the offshoot of race or clan) of the children of Israel:  

13 three gates NT:4440 pulon (poo-lone'); from NT:4439; that is a winged folding entrance to the city) 

on the east, three gates on the north, three gates on the south, and three gates on the west.  

14 Now the wall of the city had twelve foundations NT:2310 themelios (them-el'-ee-os); that is the 

substruction of the building), and on them were the names of the twelve apostles NT:652 apostolos 

(ap-os'-tol-os); that were ambassadors of the Gospel with miraculous powers) of the Lamb NT:721 

arnion (ar-nee'-on); as the Lambkin male).  

15 And he who talked with me had a gold reed NT:2563 kalamos (kal'-am-os); a stem that grows near 

the water) to measure NT:3354 metreo (met-reh'-o); as to ascertain the size by a fixed standard of 

measure of) the city, its gates, and its wall.  

16 The city is laid out NT:2749 keimai (ki'-mahee); and stretched) as a square NT:5068 tetragonos (tet-

rag'-o-nos); with four corners); its length is as great as its breadth. And he measured NT:2563 kalamos 

(kal'-am-os); in the form of a stem that grows near the water) to measure NT:3354 metreo (met-reh'-o); 

using the fixed standard of measure of) the city with the reed: twelve thousand furlongs NT:4712 

stadion (stad'-ee-on); a fixed measure of a racecourse of 7,920,015.7 feet or 1,500.003 miles). Its length, 

breadth, and height are equal.  

17 Then he measured NT:3354 metreo (met-reh'-o); using the fixed standard of measure of) its wall: 

one hundred- and forty-four-cubits NT:4083 pechus (pay'-khoos); the length of the forearm, 216 feet), 

according to the measure of a man, that is, of an angel.  

18 The construction NT:1746 a enegko.; and materials) of its wall was of jasper; and the city was 

pure gold, like clear glass.  

19 The foundations NT:2310 themelios (them-el'-ee-os); the substruction of the building) of the wall of 

the city were adorned NT:2885 kosmeo (kos-meh'-o); as put in order and decorated) with all kinds of 

precious NT:5093 timios (tim'-ee-os); honored and valuable) stones: the first foundation was jasper, 

the second sapphire NT:4552 sappheiros (sap'-fi-ros); lapis-lazuli gem a deep blue metamorphic rock), 



the third chalcedony NT:5472 chalkedon (khal-kay-dohn'); a microcrystalline type of quartz that is like 

copper), the fourth emerald,  

20 the fifth sardonyx NT:4557sardonux (sar-don'-oox); the onyx gem), the sixth Sardis NT:4556 sardios 

(sar'-dee-os); a gem), the seventh chrysolite NT:5555 chrusolithos (khroo-sol'-ee-thos); that is yellow-

gold), the eighth beryl NT:969 berullos (bay'-rool-los); a mineral composed of beryllium aluminum 

cyclosilicate), the ninth topaz NT:511 topazion (top-ad'-zee-on); a gem), the tenth chrysoprase NT:5556 

chrusoprasos (khroo-sop'-ras-os); greenish-yellow), the eleventh jacinth NT:5192 huakinthos (hoo-

ak'-in-thos); deep blue color), and the twelfth amethyst NT:271 amethustos (am-eth'-oos-tos); means 

to prevent intoxication).  

21 The twelve gates NT:4440 pulon (poo-lone'); from NT:4439; are winged folding entrance to the city) 

were twelve pearls NT:3135 margarites (mar-gar-ee'-tace); from oysters): each individual gate was of 

one pearl. And the street NT:4113 plateia (plat-i'-ah); a wide-open square) of the city was pure gold, 

like transparent glass.  

22 But I saw no temple NT:3485 naos (nah-os'); that was Yahweh’s dwelling place not being) in it, for 

the Master Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); and Supreme Divinity) Almighty NT:3841 pantokrator 

(pan-tok-rat'-ore); the all ruling and universally Sovereign Elohim) and the Lamb are its temple NT:3485 

naos (nah-os'); and dwelling place).  

23 The city had no need NT:5532 chreia (khri'-ah); or requirement) of the sun or of the moon NT:4582 

selene (sel-ay'-nay); in its brilliancy and attractiveness) to shine in it, for the glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-

ah); of praise, and honor) of Yahweh illuminated it. The Lamb is its light.  

24 And the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that were pagan and non-Jewish and) of those who are 

saved shall walk in its light, and the kings NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); as the foundational 

sovereign kings) of the earth bring their glory and honor into it.   

25 Its gates shall not be shut at all by day (there shall be no night there).  

26 And they shall bring the glory NT:1391 doxa (dox'-ah); of praise, and worship) and the honor 

NT:5092 time (tee-may'); from NT:5099; of the highest degree) of the nation’s NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-

nos); that were pagan and non-Jewish) into it.   

27 But there shall by no means enter it anything that defiles NT:2839 koinos (koy-nos'); profanes) or 

causes an abomination NT:946 bdelugma (bdel'-oog-mah); from NT:948; that are detestable acts of 

idolatry) or a lie NT:5579 pseudos (psyoo'-dos); from NT:5574; through falsehood), but only those who 

are written NT:1125 grapho (graf'-o); with their deeds and description) in the Lamb's Book NT:975 

biblion (bib-lee'-on); a rolled up scroll opened like a sheet) of Life.  

 

Revelation 22 

1 And he showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding from the throne NT:2362 

thronos (thron'-os); the stately seat of power of the Potentate who Rulership) of Yahweh and of the 

Lamb.  

2 In the middle of its street NT:4113 plateia (plat-i'-ah); a wide-open square), and on either side of the 

river, was the tree of life, which bore twelve fruits, each tree yielding its fruit NT:2590 karpos (kar-

pos'); to be plucked) every month. Her leaves NT:5444 phullon (fool'-lon); from the same as NT:5443; 

are a sprouted offshoot)of the tree were for the healing NT:2322 therapeia (ther-ap-i'-ah); from NT:2323; 



as a medical cure and relief of disease) of the nations NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); that were pagan and 

non-Jewish).  

3 And there shall be no more curse NT:2616 a katathema (kat-ath'-e-mah); given over to a false deity), 

but the throne NT:2362 thronos (thron'-os); the stately seat of power of the Potentate who Rules) of 

Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity)  and of the Lamb shall be in it, and His 

servants NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who were in subserviency) shall serve NT:3000 

latreuo (lat-ryoo'-o); and minister in religious homage to) Him.  

4 They shall see His face, and His name NT:3686 onoma (on'-om-ah); with Authority) shall be on their 

foreheads.  

5 There shall be no night there: They need no lamp NT:3088; a portable illuminator) nor light of the 

sun, for the MASTER NT:2962 kurios (koo'-ree-os); the Supreme) Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); 

the Supreme Divinity) gives them light. And they shall reign NT:936 basileuo (bas-il-yoo'-o); from 

NT:935 basileus (bas-il-yooce’); as foundational sovereign Kings) forever NT:165 aion (ahee-ohn'); 

through eternity) and ever.  

6 Then he said to me, “These words are faithful NT:4103 pistos (pis-tos'); and trustworthy) and true." 

And the Master Yahweh of the holy prophets NT:4396 prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who were inspired 

foretellers) sent His angel to show His servants NT:1401 doulos (doo'-los); from NT:1210; who were in 

subserviency) the things which must shortly NT:5034 tachos (takh'-os); in a brief space of time) take 

place.  

7 "Behold, I am coming quickly NT:5035 tachu (takh-oo'); by surprise and without delay)! Blessed 

NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely fortunate, and well off) is he who keeps NT:5083 tereo 

(tay-reh'-o); from teros; a watch to guard from loss or injury as a fortress of full military apparatus) the 

words NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; a Divine expression of Messiah) of the prophecy of this book 

NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-on); a rolled up scroll opened like a sheet)."  

8 Now I, John NT:2491 Ioannes (ee-o-an'-nace); Yochanan), saw and heard these things. And when I 

heard and saw, I fell down to worship before the feet of the angel who showed me these things.  

9 Then he said to me, “See that you do not do that. For I am your fellow servant NT:4889 sundoulos 

(soon'-doo-los); a co-slave), and of your brethren NT:80 adelphos (ad-el-fos'); who came from the 

same womb) the prophets NT:4396 prophetes (prof-ay'-tace); who were inspired foretellers), and of 

those who keep NT:5083 tereo (tay-reh'-o); from teros; a watch to guard from loss or injury) the words 

NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; a Divine expression of Messiah) of this book NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-

on); a rolled up scroll). Worship NT:4352 proskuneo (pros-koo-neh'-o); by prostrating in homage of) 

Yahweh NT:2316 theos (theh'-os); the Supreme Divinity)."  

10 And he said to me, "Do not seal NT:4972 sphragizo (sfrag-id'-zo); from NT:4973; for security and 

preserving) the words NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; a Divine expression of Messiah) of the 

prophecy NT:4394 propheteia (prof-ay-ti'-ah); from scriptural inspiration) of this book NT:975 biblion 

(bib-lee'-on); a rolled up scroll), for the time NT:2540 kairos (kahee-ros'); in a due season) is at hand.  

11 He who is unjust NT:91 adikeo (ad-ee-keh'-o); from NT:94; actively, immoral socially, or in physical 

way offensive), let him be unjust still NT:2089 eti (et'-ee); hereafter); he who is filthy NT:4508 rhuparos 

(rhoo-par-os'); from NT:4509; dirty, cheap and depraved), let him be filthy still NT:2089 eti (et'-ee); 

hereafter); he who is righteous NT:1342 dikaios (dik'-ah-yos); from NT:1349; with righteous execution), 

let him be righteous still NT:2089 eti (et'-ee); hereafter); he who is holy NT:40 hagios (hag'-ee-os); 

sacred, and ceremonially consecrated), let him be holy still NT:2089 eti (et'-ee); hereafter)."  



12 "And behold, I am coming quickly NT:5035 tachu (takh-oo'); by surprise and without delay), and My 

reward NT:3408 misthos (mis-thos'); with payment for services rendered) is with Me, to give to 

everyone according to his work NT:2041 ergon (er'-gon); that are deeds performed).  

13 I am the Alpha NT:255 a Alpha (al'-fah); of every kind of Divine and demonic power that existed) 

and the Omega NT:5598 omega (o'-meg-ah); and the finality of it), the Beginning NT:4413 protos (pro'-

tos); in order of importance)  and the End NT:5056 telos (tel'-os); as the prophetic conclusion), the 

First NT:746 arche (ar-khay'); as the commencement and Chief) and the Last NT:5056 telos (tel'-os); 

as the prophetic conclusion)."   

14 Blessed NT:3107 makarios (mak-ar'-ee-os); supremely, fortunate, and well off) are those who do 

His commandments NT:4749 stole (stol-ay'); as a long fitting gown as a mark of dignity), that they may 

have the right NT:1849 exousia (ex-oo-see'-ah); of power) to the tree of life and may enter through the 

gates NT:4440 pulon (poo-lone'); from NT:4439; a winged folding entrance to the city) into the city.  

15 But outside NT:1854; the doors) are dogs and sorcerers NT:5332; of pharmaceutical drugs and 

spell giving potions with witchcraft) and sexually immoral NT:4205 pornos (por'-nos); from pernemi 

(to sell; akin to the base of NT:4097); who are male prostitutes who traffic as merchandise into slavery 

of it) and murderers NT:5406 phoneus (fon-yooce'); as intentional homicidal acts) and idolaters 

NT:1496 eidololatres (i-do-lol-at'-race); who worship an image of a heathen god), and whoever loves 

NT:5368 phileo (fil-eh'-o); as an object of affection) and practices a lie NT:5579 pseudos (psyoo'-dos); 

from NT:5574; through falsehood).  

16 "I, Yahshua, have sent My angel to testify NT:3140 martureo (mar-too-reh'-o); by bearing record of 

this report) to you these things in the churches NT:1577 ekklesia (ek-klay-see'-ah); of the called-out 

ones). I am the Root and the Offspring NT:1085 genos (ghen'-os); countryman and generation) of 

David, the Bright NT:2986 lampros (lam-pros'); from the same as NT:2985; magnificent radiant 

flambeau lamp that is sumptuous in appearance) and Morning Star NT:792 (as-tare'); probably from 

the base of NT:4766; as strewn across the sky)."  

17 And the Spirit NT:4151 pneuma (pnyoo'-mah); of the Ruach HaKodesh) and the bride NT:3565 

numphe (noom-fay'); a betrothed veiled girl who is now a young married woman) say, "Come NT:2064 

erchomai (er'-khom-ahee); accompany me)!" And let him who hears say, "Come NT:2064 erchomai 

(er'-khom-ahee); accompany me)!" And let him who thirsts come. Whoever desires, let him take the 

water of life freely NT:1432 dorean (do-reh-an'); accusative case of NT:1431; as a gift).  

18 For I testify NT:3140 martureo (mar-too-reh'-o); by bearing record of this report) to everyone who 

hears the words NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; of the Divine expression of Messiah) of the prophecy 

NT:4394 propheteia (prof-ay-ti'-ah); from scriptural inspiration) of this book NT:975 biblion (bib-lee'-

on); a rolled up scroll): If anyone adds NT:2007 epitithemi (ep-ee-tith'-ay-mee); by imposing in a 

friendly or hostile sense) to these things, Yahweh will add NT:2007 epitithemi (ep-ee-tith'-ay-mee); by 

imposing in a hostile way) to him the plagues NT:4127 > plege (play-gay'); caused by calamity) that 

are written in this book;  

19 and if anyone takes away NT:851 aphaireo (af-ahee-reh'-o); by removing or smite off) from the words 

NT:3056 (log'-os); from NT:3004; of the Divine expression of Messiah) of the book NT:975 biblion (bib-

lee'-on); a rolled up scroll) of this prophecy NT:4394 propheteia (prof-ay-ti'-ah); from scriptural 

inspiration), Yahweh shall take away NT:851 aphaireo (af-ahee-reh'-o); by removing or smite off) his 

part NT:3313 meros (mer'-os); and allotment) from the Book of Life, from the holy city, and from the 

things which are written in this book.  



20 He who testifies NT:3140 martureo (mar-too-reh'-o); by bearing record of this report) to these things 

says, "Surely NT:3483 nai (nahee); as a strong affirmation) I am coming quickly NT:5035 tachu (takh-

oo'); by surprise and without delay)." Amen NT:281 amen (am-ane'); so be it). Even so, come, Master 

Yahshua!  

21 The grace NT:5485 charis (khar'-ece); from NT:5463; and its divine influence on the heart) of our 

Master Yahshua HaMashiac be with you all. Amen NT:281 amen (am-ane'); so be it). 
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